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Pink slime, a word fit for children’s clay or perhaps 
a fruity body wash, is the nickname that was given to 
a type of product that is used in the majority of ground 
beef products that are sold in the United States, includ-
ing most school lunch programs.
McDonald’s, Burger King and Taco Bell, after prod-
ding by celebrity chef Jamie Oliver, have taken the cus-
tomer’s concerns into account and stopped using the 
product in their hamburgers. The product is a blended 
mixture of the meat that is left after all the choice cuts 
have been removed, called trim, which is treated with 
an ammonia gas to rid the meat of any food borne patho-
gens. The U.S. Department of Agriculture approved this 
process in 2007.
“It does not come as a shock to me at all,” said 
Melanie Phelan, junior in event management, of the 
latest fast food squabble. “Considering I’ve seen pic-
tures of 10 year-old hamburgers that look exactly the 
same as they did the day they were made — talk about 
preservatives.”
Iowa State’s Connection
Beef Products Incorporated, a South Dakota meat 
processor with a strong presence in Iowa, invented the 
process of treating trim with ammonia over a decade 
ago. Michael Moss of the New York Times, said the 
company’s product became a “mainstay in America’s 
hamburgers,” with meat being sold to the major fast 
food chains, including McDonald’s, until recently, and 
grocery store chains to be used in ground beef.
“The investment that I saw at the [Beef Products 
Incorporated] plant was pretty impressive in compari-
son to any other food manufac-
turing facility that I had ever 
been in,” said Bill Marler, 
a food safety advocate 
and E. coli and food 
poisoning attor-
ney. “I think what 
[the company] 
was trying to do 
was create a 
utilization of 
that product 
and use a chemi-
cal methodology 
to try to make that 
p r o d u c t 
safer.”
I S U 
profes-
sor of ani-
mal science and 
former scientist for 
the USDA Agricultural 
Research Service, James 
Dickson, did research that 
was partially funded by the 
state and partially by Beef Products 
Incorporated.
“Ammonium hydroxide treatment had already 
been approved by USDA,” Dickson said. “But our study 
helped to document the impact on food borne patho-
gens that could be present in beef.”
The exemption was later revoked after several tem-
porary meat bans by the school lunch program chal-
lenged BPI and the USDA’s proclamation that the treat-
ment was effective.
In 2009, a food safety law firm, Marler Clark, LLP, 
requested documents from Dickson’s research on am-
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AdministrAtiOn:
Leath appoints 
provost search 
committee
By Frances Myers 
Daily staff writer
A committee has been ap-
pointed by ISU President 
Steven Leath to conduct the 
search for the new executive 
vice president and provost of 
Iowa State.
The committee will be 
made up of 17 members. 
Wendy Wintersteen, dean of 
Agriculture and Life Sciences 
Administration, will be the 
chairwoman.
The committee will include:
Sanjeev Agarwal, professor of 
marketing; Ann Marie Fiore, 
professor of apparel, events 
and hospitality management;  
Steven Freeman, professor of 
agricultural and biosystems 
engineering, president of 
Faculty Senate and associ-
ate director of Center for 
Excellence in Learning and 
Teaching; Daniel J. Burden, 
program coordinator of value-
added agriculture Extension 
program; Nancy Franz, associ-
ate dean and vice president of 
Extension and outreach; David 
Gregory, associate dean of 
library; Tahira Hira, executive 
assistant to the president.
Other members include:
Dakota Hoben, senior in 
agricultural business and 
president of Government of 
the Student Body; Alexander 
King, director U.S. Department 
of Energy’s Ames Laboratory; 
Cory Kleinheksel, graduate 
research assistant in electrical 
and computer engineering; 
Kenneth Koehler, director 
of statistics; Ingrid Lilligren, 
director of art and design; 
Catherine Logue, professor 
of veterinary microbiology 
and preventive medicine; 
James Oliver, professor of 
mechanical engineering; Eliza 
Rizo, assistant professor of 
world languages and cultures; 
Steven Rodermel, professor of 
development and cell biology 
and genetics.
Gov. Terry Branstad signed into 
law a bill that significantly increas-
es the penalty for cases of domes-
tic abuse that specifically involve 
strangulation.
The bill, which was introduced in 
January 2011, raises the maximum 
sentence of those convicted of stran-
gling a domestic partner from 30 days 
to one year.
“The governor believes that the in-
creased penalties for domestic abus-
ers not only makes good law, but also 
brings common sense to the justice 
system,” said Tim Albrecht, commu-
nications director for Branstad.
However, Iowa is not the first state 
to pass this sort of legislation.
Sen. Herman Quirmbach, the bill’s 
manager, said Iowa is following a na-
tional trend to increase the penalties 
related to strangulation.
“The bill was introduced to ad-
dress a growing recognition that 
this type of crime was out there,” 
Quirmbach said. “I think domestic vi-
olence is a serious crime, and because 
of the risk of death associated with 
strangulation, it should be treated 
even more severely.”
The bill defines strangulation as 
“knowingly impeding the normal 
Varieties Legislation
Three star shows shine 
for final performance
New law 
increases 
penalty 
for assault
Photo: Andrew Clawson/Iowa State Daily
Cast members of “A Picture’s Worth 1,000 Words” imitate the colorful Andy Warhol painting, “Marilyn Diptych,” 
during Varieties 2012. The production came in first place. 
By Alex.Erb 
@iowastatedaily.com
According to Food Safety News:
70 percent 
of ground 
beef in the 
U.S. has 
beef trim.
South Dakota meat processor 
faces food, health controversy
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Varieties participants performed 
their final shows for Sweepstakes 
this weekend. 
Judging occurred on Friday 
night, with a follow-up show and 
awards ceremony on Saturday, all 
in the Great Hall of the Memorial 
Union.
Coming in first place at this years 
competition was “A Picture’s Worth 
1,000 Words,” performed by Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon, Tau Kappa Epsilon, 
Delta Delta Delta and Chi Omega.
“When the final awards were 
confirmed, everyone lost it,” said 
Abhi Pant, co-chair for Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon. 
“It was especially exciting for 
us. Sig Eps has been building up in 
Varieties for years, starting with just 
a few people a couple years back, 
to getting second place last year to 
finally winning it this year. It was 
amazing to finally have all our hard 
work pay off.”
“It was a fantastic show,” said 
Caleb Evers, junior in French. 
“This was my first year attending 
By Trevor.Werner 
@iowastatedaily.com
Former 
student 
hatches 
Facebook 
application
Voter IDs make just another hoop to jump through
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for NCAA
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Major restaurant and grocery store chains 
often use pink filler in their hamburger. 
MONDAY
Linocut Printmaking 
with Lauren Swanson 
When: 
6 p.m.
What:
Pulling your own 
hand-carved linocut 
is easy and addictive. 
Practice with a small 
stamp for cards or 
tiny art prints. Move 
on to a 9” x 12” block 
for larger imagery. 
Where:
Workspace, 
Memorial Union
Workshop: Use Feng 
Shui to Increase Energy, 
Productivity and Raise 
Your Grades
When: 
6 p.m.
What:
Certified practitioner 
Susan Radke will 
teach you how this 
ancient Chinese art 
can help you enhance 
the flow of chi (en-
ergy) in your space.
Where:
Oak Room,  
Memorial Union
Calendar
Find out what’s going on, and share your event with the 
rest of campus on our website, at iowastatedaily.com.
Police Blotter: Ames, ISU Police Departments The information in the log comes from the ISU and City of Ames police departments’ records. All those accused of violating the law are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
Feb. 20
A patron reported the theft of 
a backpack at Lied Recreation 
Center (reported at 9:48 a.m.).
Abby Jensen reported the theft 
of two textbooks at Sweeney 
Hall (reported at 2:26 p.m.).
A resident reported being 
harassed by an acquaintance 
at Willow Hall (reported at 3:29 
p.m.).
Vehicles driven by Ashley 
Robinson and Graeme Dodge 
were involved in a property 
damage collision at Daley Drive 
and Stange Road (reported at 
5:55 p.m.).
A patron reported the theft of an 
iPod at Lied Recreation Center 
(reported at 11:34 p.m.).
Feb.21
Chao-Chun Chang, 34, 2721 
Luther Drive unit 9, was arrested 
and charged with fifth-degree 
theft at Sweeney Hall; he was 
subsequently released on cita-
tion (reported at 9:57 a.m.).
Christine Matteo reported dam-
age to the finish of a car in Lot 
27 (reported at 10:20 a.m.).
Shaun VanWeelden reported 
the theft of a bike at Helser Hall 
(reported at 10:33 a.m.).
An individual reported damage 
to the finish of a car in Lot 112G 
(reported at 5:28 p.m.).
Alexander Sullivan, 18, and 
Tyler Velin, 18, both of 2603 
Helser Hall, were arrested on 
warrants, charging them each 
with possession of a controlled 
substance, possession of drug 
paraphernalia and underage pos-
session of alcohol; they were 
transported to the Story County 
Justice Center (reported at 7:35 
p.m.).
Feb.22
Tyrus Humphrey, 25, of Huxley, 
Iowa, was arrested and charged 
with driving under suspension 
at Colorado Avenue and Lincoln 
Way; he was subsequently 
released on citation (reported at 
12:54 a.m.).
Taylor Walters, 21, of Creston, 
Iowa, was arrested and charged 
with public intoxication at 
Chamberlain Street and Welch 
Avenue; he was transported to 
the Story County Justice Center 
(reported at 2:10 a.m.).
William Luttrull, 23, 113 State 
Ave., was arrested and charged 
with public intoxication on the 
100 block of Welch Avenue; he 
was transported to the Story 
County Justice Center (reported 
at 2:16 a.m.).
A truck driven by Forrest Grabau 
struck a parked vehicle in Lot 32 
(reported at 1:27 p.m.).
Officers responded to a 
verbal disagreement between 
residents in Schilletter Village 
(reported at 7:57 p.m.).
Celebrity News
Notes and events.
Jennifer Aniston  
on ‘Friends’ reunion:  
I don’t think so
Cast reunions of some form or 
another have become standard 
these days, but do not hold your 
breath for “Friends” to be the 
latest.
Star Jennifer Aniston, who 
played Rachel Green on the 
classic NBC show from 1994 to 
2004, has said she doesn’t think 
it’s in the cards.
“No, there will be none. I don’t 
think so,” she told MTV of 
the thought of Rachel, Ross, 
Monica, Phoebe, Joey and 
Chandler resurfacing once again. 
“Wouldn’t that be weird? I 
would be like, ‘Oh, God, why did 
they do that?’”
And she is not the only “Friend” 
who feels that way.
The Hollywood Reporter pointed 
out in an interview with the 
43-year-old actress that her for-
mer co-star Matt LeBlanc, who 
played Joey on the long-running 
series, has said that he cannot 
see “Friends” going the “Sex 
and the City” route and winding 
up in movie theaters.
CNN wire staff
CINEMA: Concessions create laughter
Daily Snapshot
Photo: Lyn Bryant/Iowa State Daily
Weather | Provided by ISU Meteorology Club
Sunny with a Northwest 
wind between five to  
10 mph.
Snow and freezing rain 
transitioning into rain with 
a Southeast wind gusting 
to 25 mph. 
Overcast and windy  
with a chance of snow.
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Congrats to our  
Abs Contest Winners!
Isaac Toyos
i
Sarah Clark
Sponsered By:
Alex Begle, right, freshman in forestry, and Lisa Keierleber, sophomore in civil engineering, 
laugh it up serving concessions for Cyclone Cinema on Saturday in Carver Hall. 
Correction
The front page article about ActivUs and their Beyond 
Coal petition in Friday’s paper said the university was dump-
ing ash from the coal plant into the Des Moines River. The 
university was actually dumping ash into a quarry near the 
Des Moines River. 
The Daily regrets the error. 
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Varieties, and it seemed like everyone, including 
the audience, really got into the shows and had 
a great time.”
Coming in second was “Caught in a Pickle” 
performed by Farmhouse, Fiji, Sigma Kappa 
and Kappa Alpha Theta. 
Bringing in third was “Tweet: The Musical,” 
performed by Kappa Kappa Gamma, Acacia, 
Delta Tau Delta and Alpha Delta Pi.
Varieties has been a showcase for greek and 
non-greek students to display their talents for 
over 80 years at Iowa State.
The competition features both “mini musi-
cals” that have original choreography and lyrics 
as well as vignettes, which are shorter acts con-
sisting of any type of talent that a student would 
like to perform.
Students have been participating in Varieties 
since 1931.   
It was created as a chance for students to 
find some entertainment during the Great 
Depression.
The competition has seen many changes 
over the years, but throughout the changes stu-
dents continue to take part in the hopes of tak-
ing home the “Sweepstakes Trophy.”
breathing or circulation of the blood of another by applying pres-
sure to the throat or neck, or by obstructing the nose or mouth,” 
and when strangulation results in bodily injury, it is treated as a 
class “D” felony.
The bill received overwhelming support from the House and 
Senate, passing both with only one dissenting vote.
“It’s refreshing to see common sense prevail,” said officer Joel 
Congdon of the Ames Police Department. “I’m surprised the pen-
alty wasn’t increased even further.”
Congdon deals heavily with cases involving domestic abuse, 
and explained that the purpose of the law is to convey the seri-
ousness of strangulation as a form of domestic abuse due to its 
lethality.
In 2011, Ames Police Departmen received 441 domestic calls 
for service and made 112 domestic related arrests. Congdon said 
these numbers are fairly standard but do not accurately represent 
the actual amount of abuse occurring.
He said that most abuse goes unreported because the victim is 
too scared or embarrassed to involve the police. 
Many times it is reported by a neighbor or family member and 
not the victim.
“The problem with domestic abuse isn’t the penalties for it, 
but how grossly underreported it is,” Congdon said.
This sentiment was echoed by Angie Schreck, the assistant 
director of ACCESS, which provides shelter and support to abuse 
victims and their children.
“Often the abuser is someone the victim relies on or has strong 
emotional ties with,” Schreck said. “Statistically, one in four 
women will be victims of domestic abuse, and strangulation isn’t 
an uncommon act in the progression of violence.”
Schreck went on to say that she felt the bill was a success and a 
necessary step in the right direction.
“Before, the victim might be afraid to report abuse because the 
abuser might only go to jail for a couple of days and then be right 
back on the victim’s doorstep.” Schreck said.
“Now when someone comes in and they say yes to the ques-
tion ‘Did the abuser put their hands on your neck?’ and we talk 
about how to report the abuse, they will be more likely to take that 
next step,” she said.
Because We Go Places.
Pack a copy of the Daily and take pictures of 
yourself with the paper during Spring Break 2012 
Send photo to public_relations@iowastatedaily.com    March 19-23
Spring Break!
Take your Daily on
Winner receives a spring 
break recovery package!
Sponsored by: , &
Stories and Revelations from
a Postmodern Travel Writer
Memory Wall
−A Reading
Campanile Room,
Memorial Union 4 pm
Sun Room,
Memorial Union 7 pm
Rolf Potts has reported from more than sixty countries for 
the likes of National Geographic Traveler, The New Yorker, 
Slate.com and Outside. Potts is perhaps best known for 
promoting the ethic of independent travel and his book on 
the subject, Vagabonding: An Uncommon Guide to the Art of 
Long-Term World Travel. His most recent book, Marco Polo 
Didn’t Go There: Stories and Revelations from One Decade 
as a Postmodern Travel Writer, became the first American-
authored book to win Italy’s prestigious Chatwin Prize.
Anthony Doerr is the author of four books, The Shell
Collector, About Grace, Four Seasons in Rome, and, most 
recently, Memory Wall, which takes place on four continents 
and addresses issues from Alzheimer’s in South Africa to 
infertility in Wyoming to fishing for endangered sturgeon in 
Lithuania. His writing has been recognized with numerous 
awards, including four O. Henry Prizes, the Barnes & Noble 
Discover Prize, the Rome Prize, a Guggenheim Fellowship, 
the National Magazine Award for Fiction, two Pushcart 
Prizes, and the 2010 Story Prize.
Monday, Feb. 27, 2012
On Travel Writing
−Craft Talk
Eighth Annual Symposium 
on Wildness, Wilderness, 
& the Creative Imagination
Monday, Feb. 27, 2 pm
Campanile Room,
Memorial Union
Rolf Potts
Anthony
Doerr
Sponsored by: MFA Program in Creative Writing and Environment; Creative Writers’ 
Milieu; College of Liberal Arts and Sciences Miller Lecture Fund; English Department;
and Committee on Lectures (funded by GSB)
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Dr. Ben Winecoff
Neck & Back • Headaches • Extremities 
WALK-IN CARE
       515.233.2263 | backcareiowa.com 
          Monday to Saturday
 E. of Culvers
ISU Daily 11 years
For all of your automotive repair needs.
Appointments taken at our website: www.jensenscartech.com
Same Location Since 1974!
6th & Kel logg •  Ames,  IA •  Jason Jensen
  JENSEN'S 
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ART CLASSES
27 – Linocut Printmaking
28 – Recycled Glass Necklace
29 – Wheel Pottery
29 – Bookshelves
515.294.0970
We accept CyCash!
February
Register Today!
1 – Black & White Photography
3 – Beyond Basics: Charcoal Drawing
5 – Silk Painting 
19 – Fiber Reactive Dyeing Techniques
19 – Stringing & Beginning Wire Work for Jewelry
March FREAKY FAST
DELIVERY!
©2011 JIMMY JOHN’S FRANCHISE, LLC    ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
FREAKY
FAST!
FREAKY
GOOD!
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Varieties is created to utilize
 the newly constructed Memorial Union
 and to give free entertainment 
for students during the Depression.
1931
The council withdraws
 its support from the program 
to assist in the war effort.
1948
The competition changes again; 
it is added to Veishea 
in an event called 
"Veishea Vaudeville."
1951
The final night of the five week
 competition is removed 
and replaced by 
a finals competition.
1960
The Memorial Union Council 
takes charge of the event 
to continue its existence.
1932
The competition changes
 to a five week event, 
down from 10.
1950
It becomes its own competition again.
1958
Varieties becomes 
what it is today.
1963
The history of Varieties
>>ASSAULT.p1
Photo: Andrew Clawson/Iowa State Daily
The cast of “Caught in a Pickle” performs for Sweepstakes, the final competition for Varieties, on Saturday in the Great Hall of the Memorial 
Union. “Caught in a Pickle” placed second in the 81st annual Varieties “Music In Motion” talent competition.
>>VARIETIES.p1
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Roommates 
must respect 
all privacy
If there’s one thing our college 
experience teaches us, it is that we 
must learn to accept the differences 
we have with our classmates. Even 
more so, our beliefs, values and man-
nerisms are exposed the moment we 
acquire a roommate. But how much 
exposure is too much?
Roommate characterizations can 
range from the obsessive-compul-
sive to the lazy and irresponsible. 
Eventually personalities clash, and 
inevitably there is conflict. If this 
conflict is not addressed early on, it 
can lead to horrible consequences.
Dharun Ravi, a freshman from 
Rutgers, is currently dealing with the 
full force of these consequences. Ravi 
is undergoing trial for secretly filming 
his roommate, Tyler Clementi, in an 
encounter with another man. Ravi 
posted the video online, which the 
prosecution say led to Clementi’s de-
cision to commit suicide. Ravi never 
discouraged Clementi’s sexuality and, 
according to his fellow classmates, 
did not even address the issue.
The prosecution has deemed 
Ravi’s actions as “malicious and 
criminal.” The defense claims it was 
merely a “stupid mistake,” and that 
Ravi is not homophobic. Ravi’s inten-
tions may have been innocent and 
without maliciousness, but his acts 
held severe weight. This serves as a 
harsh reminder to the importance of 
respect for one another.
While the issue itself transcends 
normal privacy, we should nonethe-
less reflect upon the severity of vio-
lating personal privacy. This incident 
seems to be relatively indicative of a 
prevalent issue in universities. The 
issue concerns the trust we have in 
our roommates, or lack thereof, to 
honor each other’s space.
Entering freshmen often are ran-
domly paired with their first room-
mate. This ushers in new perspec-
tives and experiences, which may 
cause apprehension and discomfort. 
It takes quite some time before we 
can accept that we have different life-
styles that contrast and conflict. This 
is an important stage in our lives, 
and it is imperative that we develop 
healthy relationships with the people 
we interact with on a daily basis. This 
process of immersion is reflected in 
the communities we will live in and 
the employees we will work with.
You may dislike or hate, your 
roommate’s habits, but remember 
that is who they are. If you are both-
ered by your roommate’s actions, 
there are simple ways to solve the 
problem. Addressing the issue should 
not involve retaliation, or in the case 
of Ravi, humiliation. Instead, con-
front the issue and compromise.
We violate the trust we have in 
each other because we are too afraid 
to confront important issues. Such 
failures reverberate to other aspects 
of our life and, in Ravi’s case, decide 
our future.
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editor@iowastatedaily.com 
Phone: (515) 294.5688
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Development of personal hobbies and interests away from technology and public life are needed in today’s busy world. 
Editorial
Some of my fellow columnists lament the lack of anything exhilarating, such as the 1960s space program and the race to 
the moon, in modern politics. Often it seems as 
that we have no lofty unifying purpose. There 
needs to be something about which we can get 
excited.
I know a few things about the exhilarating. 
My mom got her pilot’s license when I was in 
seventh grade, so I have been exposed to the 
exhilarating thrill some people have with that 
kind of thing. Having flown myself, I can recall 
the floating sensation that happens when an 
airplane’s wheels leave the ground and you’re 
airborne.
But what I want to say, instead of “oh, 
we’re doing nothing inspiring, and how awful 
that is,” is this: “We need to take a break from 
the inspiring every now and then instead of 
cheapening something good by indulging in it 
all the time.”
For instance, Vanilla Coke is good stuff, and 
I drink it all the time. One recent Sunday, I ran 
out and didn’t stock up again until Thursday. 
Most of the time when I go without it for less 
than 96 hours, I’m cranky with a headache and 
ready to kill someone. Since I did not feel any of 
that this time around, though, I held off. When 
I finally did crack one open on Thursday, its 
deliciousness was unparalleled.
We debase the good things in our lives by 
doing them too often. To prevent from debas-
ing things like politics, corrupting them with 
our own personal passions and our own petty 
interests, we need to take time away from the 
world at large and cultivate our own tastes, 
talents and perspectives.
There is a time and purpose to everything. 
It is easy to get lost in the world, to lose touch 
with one’s roots.
I went out to dinner last week with one of 
my columnist-friends, and we got to talking 
about what we wanted to do for careers. I want 
to teach and to earn a Ph.D. in history; while it 
would be great to do so at a famous university 
with world-renowned faculty, I would not 
mind returning to Iowa State to teach, either. 
In fact, it is my preferred choice. 
Central Iowa is my home. I would love to 
improve it. Iowa has a state song, you know. It 
begins like this: “You asked what land I love the 
best, Iowa, ‘tis Iowa / The fairest State of all the 
west, Iowa, O! Iowa.” I am inclined to agree.
We need our own unique places in the 
world on which to fall back so we can collect 
ourselves, regroup and gear up for the fight 
ahead — and so we can keep whatever part of 
our sanity remains. An oasis or paradise in 
the desert that is the public and social world is 
essential.
One of the most common criticisms of poli-
ticians is their private lives are a mess. That 
should be enough to convince you that having 
a private world of one’s own — in which I do 
not include things like television, Facebook, 
Twitter and texting or instant messaging sev-
eral people at the same time, what I understand 
to be the “room of one’s own” sense about 
which Virginia Woolf wrote — is a prerequisite 
to entry into public view. Some of the strongest 
criticism of Newt Gingrich, to name just one 
recipient of it, has been based on his much-
married, tumultuous romantic past.
“The only man never to be redeemed is the 
man without passion,” the libertarian heroine 
Ayn Rand wrote. She was right. 
Even the greatest public figures must 
maintain their own private lives. As Winston 
Churchill put it, every public man has a little 
black dog of depression who follows him. 
Churchill’s remedy was to spend time paint-
ing and rebuilding the gardens at his home, 
Chartwell.
Thomas Jefferson’s solution was constantly 
to invent new devices, to read — “I cannot live 
without books,” he said — and collect more and 
more information about the world, pushing the 
limits of our knowledge. The Lewis and Clark 
expedition was as much about finding and 
cataloging new specimens of plant and animal 
as it was about mapping out the Louisiana 
Purchase.
Less is more, the saying goes, and the 
answer to our broken politics — or broken 
anything — might be less of it. 
If we all cultivated or own tastes and pas-
sions and brought those perspectives into our 
interactions, rather than relying on the stale 
repetitions of previous encounters, maybe the 
world would be a better place. 
At the very least, it would not be a broken 
record. Would that really be so bad? I ask my-
self that question just as much as I ask you.
By Michael.Belding
@iowastatedaily.com
Michael Belding is a senior in history and 
political science from Story City, Iowa.
Policy
Voter IDs just another hoop
Develop separate public, 
private lives for fresh ideas
The voter identification bill proposed through the Iowa Legislature may seem at first to be one of great intentions. I 
for one was initially in complete support of the 
bill. If voting is a right of the citizenry, then why 
should fraudulent activity impinge upon that 
right, and henceforth eliminate votes through 
one-to-one cancellation? After all, it is our 
duty as citizens to protect our voting rights and 
mitigate the possibility of fraud.
After researching the issue, however, I 
found that the matter isn’t as innocuous as I 
had formerly thought. I changed my position 
because I found that there is no prevalence of 
voter fraud. It is a fabricated reality.
If voter fraud were skewing the results of 
elections, then I would most definitely be in 
support of a “cleaner” voting process. However, 
statistical evidence is to the contrary.
The National Republican Lawyers 
Association released a report last December 
documenting all cases of voter fraud over the 
course of the last decade. There were 311 cases 
of voter fraud, with citations dating back to 
1997. To place that in perspective, a total of 131 
million citizens voted in the 2008 elections 
alone.
In Ohio, a survey from 2002 and 2004 
found that out of 9,078,728 votes cast there 
were 4 instances of voter fraud. In addition, 
South Carolina, Kansas, Texas and Tennessee 
have each reported fewer than 10 cases of 
voter fraud over the past five years, before they 
integrated voter identification laws.
An investigation performed by the Justice 
Department examined fraudulent activity 
from 2002 to 2007. They did not prosecute a 
single person for impersonating an eligible 
voter. During this time, the Justice Department 
found that out of 300 million people voting, 
federal prosecutors convicted only 86 people.
There are 31 states that already have a 
voter identification law, despite the absence 
of prevailing fraud. Iowa Secretary of State 
Matt Schultz introduced a bipartisan bill 
that, if passed, would make Iowa the 32nd. 
Still, Schultz even stated he “didn’t know how 
common voter fraud in Iowa was, but it is still 
important to prevent potential loopholes.”
It seems we are making a hasty assump-
tion of voters without any significant evidence 
to reveal voter fraud. As of now, the bill is too 
strenuous and unnecessary. Before continuing, 
we need a more thorough investigation of voter 
fraud. As of now, the voter identification laws 
imply we fear the unknown, an indication of 
our trust in voters, or lack thereof.
It is my belief that these laws are purely po-
litical maneuvering — attempts at diminishing 
a large voter base that trends to the left. A great 
example is a Texas law allowing concealed gun 
licenses to be used as a form of identification 
while not allowing student identification cards 
to be used as a valid ID. Gun owners are tradi-
tionally conservative while college students 
are traditionally liberal.
Still, some states do allow student IDs, such 
as in Wisconsin. However, the IDs must have a 
picture and a signature of the student and must 
expire no later than two years after issuance. 
Most student IDs, such as the ones we use here 
at ISU, do not have signatures on them. This 
mandate requires Wisconsin universities to is-
sue new ID cards to their students, which costs 
the colleges and students even more money.
Why are we forcing voters to jump through 
hoops just to exercise their right to vote? This 
is egregious disenfranchisement. For instance, 
according to the Brennan Center for Justice at 
the NYU School of Law, if every state passes 
photo identification laws, approximately 3.2 
million citizens would be directly affected. Of 
that 3.2 million, approximately 11 percent do 
not have state-issued photo IDs.
But this shouldn’t be a problem, as states 
offer free IDs to those who don’t already have 
them, right? Yes, but in order to receive this 
free identification card, voters must provide 
secondary sources of identification, such as 
their birth certificate. 
Birth certificate requests alone can cost 
anywhere from $20 to $50 in some states. This 
is a rather unnecessary imposition and is akin 
to Post-Reconstruction era poll taxes, which 
sought to eliminate Black Americans from 
voting.
Once again, must we force voters to jump 
through hoops just so they may cast their vote? 
What happens to the poor, the minorities, 
students, and the old and disabled who are at 
a significant disadvantage? While passing this 
bill may protect some voters from an invisible 
monster, it has the potential to disenfranchise 
others. It discourages voter fraud but, in so do-
ing, discourages voting.
Voting is the most fundamental function 
of our republic. It is truly the purist way for 
us to exercise our rights as citizens. The acts 
of abridging and disenfranchising violate the 
24th and 25th Amendments. 
Voter identification laws have the potential 
to contravene these amendments. We must not 
enact such laws until we gather significant evi-
dence to warrant the protection of our rights 
from those who seek to deter it.
By Michael.Glawe
@iowastatedaily.com
Michael Glawe is a sophomore in finance 
and politcal science from New Ulm, Minn.
A place of 
one’s own
Hobbies
Energy Sustainability
in a Changing World
Ellen  d. williams
Sponsored by: Women in STEM Speaker Series, 
Live Green! Sustainability Series, and Committee on 
Lectures (funded by GSB)
Ellen Williams is Chief Scientist at British/Beyond Petroleum, one 
of the world’s largest oil & gas companies. Ellen plays a role in 
determining how developments in science and technology can 
contribute to sustainable, secure and 
environmentally responsible
energy. She will discuss specific 
examples of carbon capture and
storage, as well as biofuels. 
She is on leave from 
the University of Maryland where
she is Distinguished University
Professor of Physics and
director of the Materials Research
Science and Engineering Center.
8 pm Monday 
Feb. 27, 2012
Great Hall, 
Memorial Union
HIT THE ROAD WITH JENSEN’S 
CAR TECH SPRING BREAK
$1495
• Oil & Oil Filter Change
• Battery Test
• Inspect Windshield Wiper Blades
• Check and Set Tire Pressure
• Complete 65-Point Visual Inspection
• Complete Brake and Tire Visual Inspection
• Check all Exterior Lights
• Check and Top Off All Fluid Levels (Fluid Extra)
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 16th
MUST PRESENT COUPON AT TIME OF SERVICE
OFFER INCLUDES OIL FILTER AND UP TO 5 QUARTS PREMIUM BULK OIL 
SOME RESTRICTIONS MAY APPLY
232-8809
305 6th Street
ROAD TRIP PACKAGE!
220 Main • www.amessilversmithing.com • 232-0080  
Leave
her 
breathless!
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Racism remains alive, thriving at ISU
I am writing in response 
to a couple of “Just Sayin’s” 
that were published in 
the Iowa State Daily on 
February 21, 2012. The 
individuals referred to hav-
ing a staring contest with a 
“squintey” and “squinteys” 
invading. First off, I do not 
know the true intent of the 
student(s) writing these 
comments, but I can easily 
infer that these comments 
are racist and referring to 
students of Asian descent, 
particularly the internation-
al Chinese population.
I think it is despicable 
these kinds of comments are 
allowed to be published in a 
supposedly reputable school 
newspaper, and the editors 
should look over future “Just 
Sayin’s” that unfairly target 
a group regarding ethnic-
ity, gender or even sexual 
orientation. Allowing racist 
or even sexist comments 
may easily make readers 
question the validity of the 
Daily.
Second, in reference to 
the person who wrote the 
comments, I think it is a 
huge step backward for one 
to even use racist epithets 
such as “squintey.” You 
obviously did not realize you 
have just marginalized an 
entire group, a group that is 
in fact incredibly diverse and 
includes East, Southeast and 
South Asians. I think that 
you were actually referring 
to the international Chinese 
student population because 
they are the majority Asian 
group on campus at Iowa 
State, and you obviously 
feel threatened if you had 
to refer to them in such a 
demeaning manner through  
publication.
I can guarantee you 
will not fare well in the real 
world if you continue using 
this pejorative way of speak-
ing about others, especially 
those who differ from you 
in various ways. Diversity is 
not a negative thing, and the 
person or persons who wrote 
the comments need a crash 
course in respecting others 
and not marginalizing entire 
populations of people.
Randy Chanthavong is a 
senior in political science.
We are responding to the racially insensitive remarks 
towards Asians and Asian Americans published in the “Just 
Sayin’” column in the Feb. 21 issue of the Iowa State Daily. The 
statements — “Just had a staring contest with a squintey. They 
are fearless” and “I just saw a squintey inside the building ... 
they have started the invasion” — have raised concern among 
many ISU students, staff and faculty. Our intent in writing this 
letter is similar to the Daily’s mission statement to empower 
students and educate the community. As members of the ISU 
community, it is hard for us to accept the racial slurs that were 
published in the Daily. Asians and Asian Americans are more 
than stereotypes.
You may think this issue is not a big deal, but to the person 
who wrote the comments, to the editors who let this appear in 
the Daily, to you and me, our ignorance shows how little respect 
we have for each other. We are tired of sitting in class listening to 
people trying to justify these stereotypes. We are tired of being 
in social groups where racial jokes are passed around like pieces 
of gum. We are tired of walking down the streets hearing slurs 
being yelled out of passing cars. We are tired of ignorant people 
using racial slurs as everyday language. We are tired of people 
not having the guts to stand up for what they know is right. We 
are tired of people making fun of their own people.
We ask the Daily to address racial intolerance and racial slurs 
in a meaningful, ongoing manner. A regular column on this topic 
would help create an environment where all students, faculty 
and staff feel a part of the community. Devoting more space to 
these issues also supports the university’s commitment to cel-
ebrating diversity by creating a safe place for people to express 
their differences. The “Just Sayin’” column caused the opposite 
effect by producing feelings of alienation, frustration, fear, anger 
and sadness. In a world where there is  supposed to be emphasis 
on diversity, this is proof racism is alive and thriving. Sadly, this 
has been “our adventure at Iowa State University.”
This letter was submitted by a collection of 53 students, 
faculty and staff at Iowa State University.
GSB beneficial despite its flaws‘Huge step’ 
backward
The Government of the Student Body 
is not perfect. I will be one of the first to 
admit that, but the opinion column by 
Stelios Vasilis Perdios neglected many 
things about GSB that do benefit students. 
He starts out by claiming how GSB is full 
of would-be politicians, but that is far 
from the truth. GSB is filled with future 
doctors, engineers (a lot of them), com-
puter analysts, student affair profession-
als, leaders in the military and so on. Like 
me, a vast majority of the senators ran and 
got involved in GSB to serve students bet-
ter than the senator we replaced. I for one 
know for a fact that as an Inter-Residence 
Hall Association senator, I have improved 
the residence hall community by working 
with Facilities Planning & Management 
and ISU Dining on improving the fences 
around the residence halls and working to 
keep costs down for meal plans but keep-
ing the quality of food.
Now, not every senator on GSB does 
his or her fair share of representing their 
constituents. I would say that a vast 
majority still do though. GSB has funded 
and worked on projects like Analysis of 
Social Services Evaluation Team, Cyclone 
Cinema, CyRide, national headliners like 
Lupe Fiasco and Nick Offerman, Student 
Services like Financial Counseling, 
Student Legal Services, and Student 
Counseling. Not to mention the 9/11 
remembrance event, One Community 
event, KURE Fest and the lectures 
brought to you by the Committee on 
Lectures is funded by GSB. Oh, and GSB 
funds Veishea, too. This senate has been 
one of the most active in funding great 
groups, events and services than previous 
senates.
One problem that GSB does face is the 
bylaws and rules for funding and getting 
changes done. GSB is a student govern-
ment, and we cannot just waive the rules 
and bylaws we have for everything. GSB 
has a duty to serve the groups of Iowa 
State fairly and even though I do not agree 
with them all the time, they still need to be 
followed. We cannot just fund one group 
$50,000 in September and then not have 
enough money to fund conference trips 
and campus events. This year GSB started 
a program called “Connecting with 
Constituents.” Perdios summed it up cor-
rectly that it more or less says that each 
senator goes to a different club or student 
organization each month. I personally 
have tried to double that at the minimum, 
and I know other senators that have done 
the same.
Elections are coming up in two weeks, 
not every senate seat has enough people 
running in each constituency. I was a 
write-in for the IRHA and won my seat 
with 38 votes. But I still have taken my 
position very seriously and now that I am 
the chairman of the University Affairs 
Committee for GSB, and I have worked 
night and day to come up with projects 
and events to improve campus with my 
committee.
You want to make a change to GSB, 
campus and this university? Go out and 
vote. And I mean actually vote. Read the 
platforms, find out who is running for 
senate, hold them accountable and come 
to GSB meetings on Wednesday. Perdios 
says GSB doesn’t represent students, and 
he is right to a certain degree, but students 
need to be active in approaching sena-
tors, cabinet members and the president 
and vice-president about concerns and 
wishes.
GSB may not be able to promise to 
lower tuition, but we certainly try at 
Regents Day every year. I disagree with 
Perdios’ opinion and the manner he goes 
about it in his column, but just know that 
GSB really is here to serve the students. 
I await the rest of his GSB series, and I 
hope he has actually looked into how hard 
working each and every member of the 
executive, legislative and judicial branch 
works for the students.
Oh, and one last thing, GSB funds the 
Daily. So you’re welcome, Perdios.
Adam Guenther is a junior in animal 
science.  He is an Inter-Resident Hall 
Association senator and chairman of 
the University Affairs Committee for the 
Government of the Student Body.‘Just Sayin’ 
marginalizes 
diverse peoples
Senators work hard  
to represent students
Letters to the editor
INDIANAPOLIS — Former ISU 
defensive back Leonard Johnson 
made it clear last season if there was 
an NFL-caliber wide receiver on 
the opposing team, he wanted the 
responsibility of covering him on 
Saturday.
“I always want the top guy,” 
Johnson said. “I’m a guy that always 
looks for reassurance so if you bring 
me the top guy ... [and] if I dominate 
him or I compete with him, then that 
feeds to my confidence.”
The two-time All-Big 12 corner-
back hopes when NFL personnel see 
the film of his games against wide-
outs like Oklahoma State’s Justin 
Blackmon, Iowa’s Marvin McNutt 
and Rutgers’ Mohamed Sanu, they 
will give him a chance to face the 
“top guys” on Sundays in the NFL.
Along with projected first-round 
draft picks such as Blackmon and 
Sanu, Johnson was in Indianapolis 
performing medical and on-field 
tests and interviewing with the me-
dia and NFL teams as a part of the 
annual NFL scouting combine.
Johnson, who had met with four 
NFL teams before meeting with re-
porters on Sunday, has focused on 
his toughness, his competitive edge 
and his man-to-man coverage skills 
when sitting down with the deci-
sion-makers of each team.
“I’m agile; I’m a guy who com-
petes every play and every rep,” 
Johnson said “I’m a guy whose a 
hard-nosed, tough guy. ... Also, I have 
great ball skills, and I can cover the 
best guy on the field.”
Off the field, the DeLand, Fla., 
native has expressed to teams the 
importance he places on family — 
Johnson has five sisters and two 
brothers — and on helping others, 
describing the youth football camp 
he held in his hometown in August.
Johnson will also be placing 
an importance on athletics before 
April’s draft. Unlike many college 
seniors who choose to leave school 
before graduating to train for the 
draft, Johnson, a pre-liberal studies 
major, is training in Ames where he 
will finish up his final 12 credits of 
school and graduate before pursuing 
his NFL career.
“We have, I believe, one of the 
best training staffs put together so 
I felt more comfortable staying at 
school and just finishing up and also 
staying focused,” Johnson said.
On Sunday, Johnson measured 
in at 5-foot-10, 196 pounds. With 
the recent trend of many top sec-
ondary selections in the draft to be 
taller than six feet, Johnson hopes 
teams will look at his film and see 
his technique and effort before his 
measurements.
“Honestly, it’s all about how bad 
you want it,” Johnson said. “It’s not 
about how tall [the wide receiver] 
is, it’s how good I can use my tools to 
limit him.”
A self-proclaimed student of the 
game, Johnson enjoys the challenge 
of being asked by teams to draw up 
formations and coverages while in 
meetings with coaches and other 
personnel.
“That really gives me a chance 
to share with them the knowledge 
of the game that I have,” Johnson 
said. “I think by the coach putting 
me on the board it gives me an edge 
because I study a lot of film, and that 
lets my knowledge on the field come 
out.”
Johnson will begin his on-
field tests at Lucas Oil Stadium on 
Tuesday morning at 8 a.m., when 
he’ll run the 40-yard dash. The 
player tests are televised on the NFL 
Network.
The ISU women’s basketball 
team has had a knack for big second 
halves this season, but Oklahoma 
State made sure not to let that happen 
as it fell 71-63 on Saturday night in 
Stillwater, Okla.
After a solid first half for both 
teams, the Cowgirls (14-11, 6-10) be-
gan the second stanza with a 19-2 
run against the Cyclones (17-10, 8-8). 
Combined with Iowa State’s 29 per-
cent from the field and 11 turnovers 
in the second half, freshman Brynn 
Williamson said they took them-
selves out of the game.
“I really don’t think that it was 
Oklahoma State’s defense that took 
us out of our run, I think ... we kind of 
beat ourselves,” Williamson said on 
the Cyclone Radio Network. “It’s re-
ally nothing with our defense, just us 
not playing our game.”
Liz Donohoe and Tiffany Bias led 
the Cowgirl offense with a combined 
44 points in the victory. Donohoe, a 
freshman, scored just four points ear-
lier this season when Iowa State won 
73-52 at Hilton Coliseum on Feb. 1, 
but the team could not replicate that 
success the second time around.
“We put [Chassidy Cole] on her, 
who did a great job at our place, and 
[Liz] blew by Chaz a few times early 
[and] got a couple fouls,” said coach 
Bill Fennelly on the Cyclone Radio 
Network. “When Chaz can’t guard 
her, that puts us in a lot of problems 
because now we’re asking people who 
we need to score to defend her.”
Donohoe had 27 points and seven 
rebounds Saturday night.
MANHATTAN, Kan. — 
It’s not official yet, but with 
the ISU men’s basketball 
team’s 65-61 victory against 
Kansas State, the NCAA 
Tournament seems all but a 
certainty.
The berth would be 
the first since 2005 for the 
Cyclones (21-8, 11-5 Big 12).
“I think we should be in,” 
said forward Royce White. 
“That’s just what I think, 
though. Who am I? I don’t 
know [anything].”
Coming into the matchup 
with the Wildcats (19-9, 8-8), 
most tournament prognos-
ticators had the Cyclones in 
the postseason with relative 
ease. But there remain a few 
dissenters who believe the 
ISU men are not yet in.
And the Cyclones can 
hear them.
“Who knows? Who 
knows with the way they 
select it,” White said. “It’s a 
crapshoot. To me, to say that 
we were on the bubble before 
this game was kind of a slap in 
the face. We’re just embrac-
ing the naysayers and they’re 
fueling [us] right now.”
In a season of milestones, 
Iowa State passed a few more 
on Saturday.
Led by senior guard 
Scott Christopherson’s 29 
points and five rebounds, the 
Cyclones swept the Wildcats 
for the season, making it four 
Big 12 sweeps — Texas A&M, 
Texas Tech and Oklahoma 
the others — for the first time 
since 2001. The four sweeps 
also match Iowa State’s total 
team sweeps from 2002 to 
2011.
It was also the first time 
Iowa State has beaten four 
Big 12 opponents on the road 
since 2005, which was the 
last year the Cyclones made 
the NCAA tournament.
“[This win is] a huge one,” 
said coach Fred Hoiberg. “We 
want to always come out and 
play well on the road. When 
you can get a road [win] in 
as tough an environment as 
Bramlage Coliseum is, it re-
ally does wonders for your 
confidence.
“We’ve got to build off this 
one, enjoy it for a day, get back 
to work on Monday and go 
back to another hostile envi-
ronment at Missouri.”
Despite affirming the win 
was a big one, Cyclone coach-
es and players remained wary 
of guarantees or saying de-
finitively they believe they’ve 
made the tournament.
One of the reasons — with 
the season-long mantra of 
“taking it one game at a time” 
— said guard Chris Babb, is 
that nothing is 100 percent 
certain until it is announced 
by the NCAA.
Players won’t even say the 
words “NCAA tournament.”
“I’ve been screwed out 
of that before, when I was at 
Penn State [and] we thought 
we were in,” Babb said. “I 
think we have a pretty good 
resume up to this point, but 
I just think we’re going to try 
and solidify it with these next 
couple games and try to put 
ourselves in position to get a 
better seeding going into the 
Big 12 tournament and just 
go from there.”
The last two games Babb 
talked about are against No. 
3 Missouri and No. 13 Baylor. 
If the Cyclones can’t win but 
at least keep it close, White 
said, just playing them will 
not hurt Iowa State’s tourna-
ment resume.
“Like I said, I think we’re 
in, but I could maybe see 
where they say we’re still 
on the bubble,” White said. 
“We’ve got two top-15 teams 
left. But even by playing them 
our RPI goes up.”
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Texas, which split its season 
series with Iowa State, is on 
the bubble with two games 
remaining in its season.
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ISU forward Royce White passes the ball behind his back to guard Scott Christopherson in the first half of the Cyclones’ 65-61 win over Kansas State on 
Saturday. Despite the big win, the ISU men’s team remains wary on its chances for the NCAA tournament
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ISU cornerback Leonard Johnson defends a pass to a Rutgers receiver in the first half of the Pinstripe Bowl. 
Johnson begins his on-field tests for the NFL draft this Tuesday in Indianapolis.
By Travis Cammon 
Daily staff writer
The ISU softball team traveled to 
Cathedral City, Calif., this week-
end to play five games as part 
of the Cathedral City Classic, 
hosted by Oregon State.
The Cyclones finished the trip 
going 2-3 with wins against 
Colorado State and San Diego 
State.
In the wins, junior Tori Torrescano 
pitched both games earning 
her third and fourth wins of 
the season. Against the Rams, 
Torrescano pitched 6.1 innings, 
allowed six hits and two runs 
in a narrow 4-3 victory for the 
Cyclones.
Against San Diego State, 
Torrescano pitched all seven in-
nings and allowed three hits in a 
3-0 blanking of the Aztecs.
The weekend outings were not 
all great for Torrescano, as she 
gave up six hits and two runs 
in 5.1 innings in a 3-0 loss to 
Fresno State.
Then against Oregon State, 
the ISU offense exploded with 
10 hits but was still not able 
to claim victory against the 
Beavers. Pitching was divided 
between Torrescano, Madison 
Jones and Miranda Kemp, who 
combined for nine hits and five 
runs against Oregon State.
Iowa State suffered its worst 
loss of the weekend at the 
hands of Pacific, which won 8-0. 
Iowa State had three total hits in 
that game, two by first baseman 
Erica Miller and the other by 
Jennifer Drahozal.
Jones started for the Cyclones, 
pitching 3.1 innings while giving 
up six hits and three runs. Senior 
Lauren Kennewell then took 
over and pitched 1.1 innings, giv-
ing up three hits and five runs.
The Cyclones are 4-9 on the sea-
son and will try to pick up a few 
more victories this weekend as 
they travel to El Paso, Texas, for 
the Valparaiso Invitational. Action 
is set to begin at 3:30 p.m.
Second half results in 
loss for the Cyclones
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. — 
NASCAR has raced on the 
beach at Daytona, under the 
lights and even around a pesky 
pothole.
But never on a Monday — until 
now.
The Daytona 500 was post-
poned Sunday for the first 
time in its 54-year history after 
heavy rain saturated Daytona 
International Speedway.
NASCAR officials spent more 
than four hours waiting for a 
window to dry the famed track, 
but it never came. When the 
latest storm cell passed over 
the speedway around 5 p.m., 
they had little choice but to call 
it a day.
The 500-mile race was resched-
uled for noon Monday. It will be 
aired on Fox.
“This is one of the toughest 
things for us drivers,” pole-sitter 
Carl Edwards said. “It’s now 
who can really stay focused. 
That’s not just the drivers, that’s 
the pit crews, the crew chiefs, 
everyone, the officials. But I 
think we’ll be just fine.”
But Monday might be another 
test for both drivers and fans.
With only a few steps re-
maining before the finish line, 
Oklahoma State’s Tom Farrell 
looked to his right, saw no one 
behind him and pointed to the 
sky believing that he had just 
won the Big 12 title for the 
men’s mile run.
What he did not realize 
was that on the inside of the 
lane, ISU senior Rico Loy had 
passed him in the final steps to 
claim the mile crown at the Big 
12 Championships in College 
Station, Texas.
“He didn’t see me coming,” 
Loy said in a news release. 
“He looked to the outside and 
didn’t see anybody. He thought 
he had won. I thought to myself 
‘no’ when he put his arm up.”
Loy ran a time of 4:06.33, 
edging Farrell by .14 seconds 
for his first-ever individual Big 
12 title. He was the only cham-
pion for the Cyclone men as 
they placed ninth in the con-
ference with 45 points.
Texas A&M won the team 
title with 154 points.
ISU assistant coach Travis 
Hartke said Loy’s performance 
was a great thing to see not just 
for Loy himself but for the rest 
of the team as well.
“It was pretty cool, he basi-
cally snuck into [first place],” 
Hartke said. “He was boxed 
in but kept going and trying. 
... It’s huge for our team and 
something we didn’t really 
expect. Rico knew that it was 
something he had a chance 
to do, and it was just a neat 
performance.”
Loy said he felt confident 
going into the race and knew 
he could be in the mix to win it.
“I knew if I was in position, 
I could run 200 meters faster 
than most of the guys in the 
race,” Loy said.
Hartke said Loy set a good 
example for the team with his 
performance.
“It just shows our team that 
you keep going and trying and 
just never give up,” Hartke said.
In addition to Donohoe, 
the Cyclones weren’t able to 
prevent Bias from her 17-point 
outing. Bias’s offense helped 
open doors for her teammates 
to score, making her even more 
of a threat for the Cyclones.
“Getting back was a main 
thing but it wasn’t just [Bias’] 
scoring. ... She was getting op-
portunities for other players, 
and we were trailing down the 
court and weren’t back-guard-
ing them,” Williamson said.
Last Tuesday, Iowa State 
missed 14 free throws in its 
overtime victory against 
Missouri. On Saturday, the 
Cyclones connected on 18 of 
19 from the line but Fennelly 
said they allowed the Cowgirls 
to get there too often as well.
“That was the number one 
thing on the scouting report: 
You’ve got to keep them off the 
free-throw line and make them 
hit tough shots,” Fennelly said. 
“We put their two guards on 
the free-throw line 20 times.”
Overall, the team got beat 
in just about every category 
with the exception of 3s and 
rebounds. Fennelly said it was 
one of those games where it 
comes down to Xs and Os.
“We got beat in about ev-
ery phase,” Fennelly said. “It’s 
not always about numbers but 
sometimes it is.”
Chelsea Poppens led the 
team with 19 points and 17 
rebounds. It was her 14th dou-
ble-double performance this 
season, tying her with Baylor’s 
Brittney Griner.
“One month, one focus” 
has been the team’s mantra 
in February. After Saturday’s 
loss, the team is 6-2 this month 
with one game against Kansas 
State remaining before the 
regular season finale March 
3 at Baylor. Williamson drew 
positives out of the “setback.”
“Today was a minor set-
back for a major comeback,” 
Williamson said.
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HURRY
 IN FOR THE BEST SELECTION
20%-50%
Selected Carhartt Items
Limited To Stock On Hand
CLOSEOUT 
SaLE
ReguL
aR PRI
CeSOFF 
Sale 
Starts February 23, 2012
www.skunkrivercycles.com
FIX IT NOW!
Spring Break Countdown - 20 days!
308 Main St. • Downtown Ames • 232-0322
Open M T W F S • 10-6 pm           Open Thursday • 10-8pm
$10 
OFF coupon expires March 10th
Any Repair 
Over $30
FREE ESTIMATES---REPAIRS ALL BRANDS
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Track and field
By Dylan.Montz 
@iowastatedaily.com
Not ever slowing
After two days of fierce 
competition, the ISU wom-
en’s track team came home 
with a fourth-place finish of 
76 points at the Big 12 Indoor 
Championships, tying the 
Baylor women.
Three ISU distance run-
ners — Betsy Saina, Meaghan 
Nelson and Dani Stack — 
earned their team a total 42 
points in only two events 
by themselves. Saina was 
crowned two-time 5,000-me-
ter champion while Nelson 
finished third and Stack in 
fifth.
“Our women finished high 
and we are happy for that,” 
said coach Corey Ihmels in a 
news release. “We had some 
good performances. Betsy is 
running very confident right 
now. She is really fit and that 
shows.”
Up until the last two laps 
of the race, Natosha Rogers 
of Texas A&M and Saina had 
been jockeying for the first-
place position. 
However, with two laps to 
go, Saina showed she had just 
a little more kick in her than 
Rogers.
“I tried a couple times to 
pass her, but I decided to wait 
a little longer before taking 
the lead again,” Saina said in a 
news release.
Nelson said it is definitely 
easier to run when half of the 
competitors in the field are 
her teammates.
“The fact that we have 
four girls in the top eight and 
we have a lot of people com-
peting at that high of level, it 
just helps boost your confi-
dence,” Nelson told Flotrack.
com.
Stack said there was 
no real strategy this week-
end when all three run-
ners finished first, third and 
fifth in both the 5,000- and 
3,000-meter runs.
“ W e 
were all kind 
of expect-
ing that,” 
Stack told 
F l o t r a c k .
com. “We 
all wanted 
to be in the 
top five, and 
we accom-
plished that. 
Whether or 
not we got 
the times we 
wanted to 
be, we were 
expecting to 
be up in the front.”
Members of a cross-coun-
try team that placed seventh 
at nationals this year are 
more than content with their 
performances this weekend 
but have outdoor track to fo-
cus on now.
“We have some more 
things to accomplish than 
the Big 12 [competition] and 
track as a full, and I don’t see 
us getting any slower,” Stack 
told Flotrack.com.
By Stephen.Koenigsfeld 
@iowastatedaily.com
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File photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
Freshman guard Brynn Williamson contests a Missouri player 
during a close second half performance. The Cyclones faced 
another tough second half against Oklahoma on Saturday.
The ISU swimming and diving team 
finished fifth at the Big 12 Championships 
in Columbia, Mo. Texas A&M finished 
first, claiming its fourth Big 12 title in six 
seasons.
ISU coach Duane Sorenson said his 
team was fairly inconsistent throughout 
the week.
“We had a very up-and-down meet for 
our team,” Sorenson said. “We had some 
outstanding swims and then some that 
weren’t up to our expectations.”
Cyclone freshman Amanda Paulson 
finished seventh in the 50 freestyle on 
Thursday with a final time of 22.78 on her 
way to recording the two fastest times in 
the event in school history.
“That’s her favorite race,” Sorenson 
said. “She was really pumped up and ready 
for it and went out and swam like we knew 
she could.”
Senior diver Sarah Nelson finished 
ninth in 1-meter diving on Thursday with 
a career-best final score of 243.50. Nelson 
also finished eighth in 3-meter diving on 
Friday with a final score of 278.80.
“I thought overall she just had a really 
great Big 12 meet,” said ISU diving coach 
Jeff Warrick. “It’s the way you want your 
seniors to finish, and that was a great thing 
to see as a coach.”
Senior diver Jenn Botsch also set a ca-
reer-high on 1-meter, finishing 10th with a 
final score of 241.95.
Warrick said it was Botsch’s work out-
side of the pool that has allowed to her per-
form so well.
“Just managing emotions and things 
like that so that she can just do what she 
normally does in practice,” Warrick said. 
“She did a great job of staying composed 
when the pressure was on, and that’s why 
she did so well.”
Sophomore Imelda Wistey finished 
eighth in the 100 breaststroke on Friday 
with a final time of 1:01.97, the third-fast-
est in school history.
“She’s trained really hard all year,” 
Sorenson said. “She’s nothing but great. 
She went out there and put it all together.”
The Cyclones received three top-10 
finishes on Saturday. Nelson stayed con-
sistent, finishing eighth in platform diving 
with a final score of 233.45.
Junior Dani Harris recorded her first-
career top-10 finish in a Big 12 as she fin-
ished 10th in the 200 backstroke with a 
final time of 2:00.03.
Sorenson said Harris was able to make 
some minor adjustments throughout the 
competition that really allowed her to fin-
ish strong.
Sophomore Emily Wiltsie finished 
10th in the 200 breaststroke on Saturday 
with a final time of 2:17.06.
Only two events remain on the 
ISU swimming and diving team’s 
schedule. The NCAA Zone ‘D’ Diving 
Championships are scheduled for March 
8 to 10 in Iowa City, Iowa, followed by the 
NCAA Championships on March 15 to 17 
in Auburn, Ala.
Swimming and diving
Team claims fourth Big 12 title
By Dan.Cole 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo: Rebekka Brown/Iowa State Daily
Betsy Saina, right, races on the final lap during the women’s 
5,000-meter on Feb. 11. Saina took first in the 5,000-meter 
event durng the Big 12 Championship this weekend.  
Overall, Iowa State tied with the Baylor women.
Loy runs a photo finish
File photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
Rico Loy crosses the line during the men’s 3000 meter final 
of the Bill Bergan Invitational on Jan. 28 at Lied. Loy made 
a weekend race into photo finish, beating Oklahoma State’s 
Tom Farrel by .14 seconds.
ISU slips in a win 
over Oklahoma
Get the Daily 
on the go 
Follow us on Twitter for 
updates on news, sports, 
entertainment and more
@iowastatedaily
@ISDsports
@Ames247
Our women fin-
ished high and 
we are happy 
for that. We 
had some good 
performances. 
Betsy is running 
very confident 
right now. She 
is really fit and 
that shows.”
Corey Ihmels
Cyclones bring 
home fourth 
place finish
Ihmels
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1  Monthly Meetings
  Hiring Editor in Chief
  Budget Decisions
  Hiring Director of Digital Media
  Setting Policy
Play an integral part in the decision making process of the Daily.
No Experience Necessary
For More Information
Contact: Annette Forbes
annette.forbes@iowastatedaily.com
294-2609
HORIZON
PROPERTIES
515.292.3479 
www.horizon-properties.com
2 Bedroom 
 
2&3 Bedroom 
Tall Timber & Timber Creek Apartments Delaware Woods Apartments
- Free Heat, Cable, Internet, and Off Street Parking 
* in most locations
Therapeutic Massage
Ames' Most Experienced Massage Therapist
Mary Dengler, RMT, 
IA Lic # 00477
208 5th Street
232-9474 or 1-800-705-6667
“All work done by the bodies needs.”
New clients always welcome.
Massage Types
Full body or specific area
  • Deep tissue
  • Swedish massage
  • Energy work
  • Chronic problems 
515.294.4123      www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds	 	 	 	 		classified@iowastatedaily.com
Energetic Swim Instructors
NEEDED
• Summer 2012 •  
Tripswim@gmail.com
for more information/application  
 
Email: Trip Hedrick: 
Swim America
Learn-to-swim Program
Cyclone Swim School LLC
seeks energetic swim 
lesson instructors for
Excellent pay and instructor to 
student ratio of 1:2 or better!
(Forker Pool)
www.University-West.com • 1400 Coconino Road #111 • 515.292.9790
1-5 Bedroom Apt & Townhomes
FREE Internet, Cable & Fitness Membership
2 Swimming Pools
Sand Volleyball & Basketball Courts
Pet Friendly Options
WHERE YOU MATTER
“It’s cold outsi
de...
rent yours wh
ile they’re
HOT!”
Public Notice of 
Storm Water Discharge
Iowa State University 
plans to submit a Notice 
of Intent to the Iowa 
Department of Natural 
Resources to be covered 
under the NPDES General 
Permit No.2 “Storm Water 
Discharge Associated with 
Industrial Activity for 
Construction Activities”. 
The storm water 
discharge will be from the 
construction of a parking 
lot located at the SW 1/4 
of Section 3, Township 
83N, Range 24W, in Story 
County. Storm water will 
be discharged through 
multiple point sources 
and will be discharged 
into a drainage system that 
outlets to College Creek, a 
tributary of Squaw Creek.
Comments may be 
submitted to the 
Storm Water Discharge 
Coordinator, Iowa 
Department of Natural 
Resources, Environmental 
Protection Division, 502 
E. 9th Street, Des Moines, 
IA 50319-0034. The public 
may review the Notice 
of Intent from 8 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m., Monday 
through Friday, at the 
above address after it 
has been received by the 
department.
PUBLIC NOTICE OF
STORM WATER 
DISCHARGE
Iowa State University 
plans to submit a Notice 
of Intent to the Iowa 
Department of Natural 
Resources to be covered 
under the NPDES 
General Permit No.2 
“Storm Water Discharge 
Associated with Industrial 
Activity for Construction 
Activities”. The storm 
water discharge will be 
from the construction 
of the Agricultural and 
Biosystems Engineering 
Building, located at the 
SW 1/4 of Section 4, 
Township 83N, Range 
24W, in Story County. 
Storm water will be 
discharged through 
multiple point sources 
and will be discharged 
into a drainage system that 
outlets to College Creek, a 
tributary of Squaw Creek.
Comments may be 
submitted to the 
Storm Water Discharge 
Coordinator, Iowa 
Department of Natural 
Resources, Environmental 
Protection Division, 502 
E. 9th Street, Des Moines, 
IA 50319-0034. The public 
may review the Notice of 
Intent from 8 a.m. to 4:30 
p.m., Monday through 
Friday, at the above address 
after it has been received 
by the department.
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
References • Insured & Bonded • 23 years Experience
    • Rentals 
    • Sorority &
      Fraternity
• Residential Cleaning
• Getting Your Home 
   Ready For the Market
  • Windows
  • Deep Cleaning
COLLEGE
Fully Loaded 
College iving
• 24-Hour Fitness 
• FREE Tanning
• Private Bathrooms
• Coffee Bistro
• Fire Pit & BBQ Grills
515.232.1046
gogrove.com
Business Directory
!Bartending! $250/day 
potential. No experience 
necessary. Training available. 
18+ ok. 1-800-965-6520 
ext 161
Earn $1000-$3200 a month 
to drive brand new cars with 
ads. www.AdCarPay.com
Drivers: OWNER-OP's Top 
Pay and Fuel Discounts Year 
round Freight Consistent 
Home-Time No Upfront Costs 
CDL-A, 2yrs exp. 866-946-
4322
Help Wanted General House 
Cleaning, Ames, 3-4 hours 
Thursday, $12/hr, Refer-
ences required, Call 515-
460-1501
A Great Value! May & 
August LARGE 2BR APTS. 
Convenient Locations. Free 
Cable/Internet. Decks/
Patios. Walk-in closets. DW, 
Microwave, Extra Storage. 
On Cy-Ride. Pets Accepted. 
July 31st move-ins! $595-
$695. 515.292.6642 www.
jlsorenson.com
2BR, 1.5BA Summer Hous-
ing Special-Walking distance 
to campus.  Spacious living 
room with large bedrooms 
& kitchen.  Assigned park-
ing.  Offering flexible leasing 
terms and will rent by the 
room.  Call 515-292-5020 
for special.
Duplexes for Rent
Escape Apt. Life. Modern 
1560SF 3BDR/2BA west 
Ames duplex with own yard, 
deck, 2car garage, WD/DW. 
Available August 1st with 
opportunity to rent earlier. 
$875/mo plus utilities. 515-
230-3492.
moniated beef. After paying Iowa State for the 
documents, Beef Products Incorporated filed 
a suit against Iowa State to prevent the release 
of these papers claiming they contained trade 
secrets that would do irreparable damage to the 
company.
Much controversy has ensued about the 
USDA giving the South Dakota processor an ex-
emption as a result of the funded research and 
also what Beef Products Incorporated is trying 
to protect by not allowing Dickson’s research 
documents to be disclosed.
“I don’t think so,” Marler said when asked if 
Beef Products Incorporated’s funding creates 
an inherent bias in Dickson’s research. “You 
know, I think there is always that argument and 
it’s a fair point to bring up. Conflicts of interest 
are just a part of the gig.”
Another dimension of this conflict is the 
question of motives. Are companies using this 
excess meat in an effort to try to use the entire 
cow instead of wasting parts or are they trying to 
clean an unsanitary product in an effort to make 
money?
Health and Safety
As Beef Products Incorporated’s own web-
site explains, ammonia is one pH level away 
from soapy water. Ammonia is present in a lot 
of foods as well as the human body; the South 
Dakota company raises the ammonia level in 
the beef trim to kill food borne pathogens. This 
trim is oddly shaped chunks of meat that tend to 
be on the outside of the carcass where the con-
tamination ends up. Ammoniated beef has been 
proclaimed safe for consumption and free of E. 
coli for the last five years and is seen by many as 
an extremely effective process.
“It is kind of unfortunate how quickly some 
of this misinformation can spread,” Dickson 
said in reference to the media reports of “pink 
slime.” “Because it is really not like that. They 
have tried to do the right thing and have been 
unfairly dinged. It’s a little frustrating.”
While the process might be safe, some may 
question if treating substandard meat, previ-
ously was used to make dog food, with a sub-
stance that is commonly found in household 
cleaners, is healthy.
“A consumer wouldn’t go into a store and buy 
trim,” Dickson said.
According to the New York Times article, 
there are two reasons that make trim something 
that people would not go pick out at the store yet 
something that they eat regularly.
The first reason is that Americans demand 
food at a very low cost, lower than any other 
country.
The second is that Americans are unaware 
they are eating this product. Both the Federal 
Drug Administration and the USDA classify 
ammonium hydroxide as a processing agent and 
not an additive, therefore no product contain-
ing ammoniated beef is required to list it as an 
ingredient.
The beef used by ISU Dining is hormone and 
antibiotic free, but it is required to go through a 
processor as a safety precaution.
Both Hickory Park and The Café in Ames 
grind a lot of their own fresh meat daily.
I think what [the company] 
was trying to do was create 
a utilization of that product 
and use a chemical meth-
odology to try to make that 
product safer.”
Bill Marler
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Something to say? 
Continue the discussion online on our web-
site: iowastatedaily.com
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Great Values in Apartment Living
Fall Options · Smoke Free Environment
•Cable Provided
•High Speed Internet
•Guaranteed Low Utilities
•Free Laundry
www.ppm-inc.com | Call 232.5718 201 | S. 5th St., Suite 202
Look for our 
booth at the 
Housing Expo 
on Feb. 14!
Managing 500+ Units
515.292.5020 | www.fpmofames.com
Now Renting For Fall!
FIRST PROPERTY MANAGEMENTF P M
Close to campus, units going fast! Call now!!
210 Gray (Sunset View)205 Beach 
(Beach Vie
w)
FIRST PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
292-5020    www.fpmofames.com    info@fpmofames.com
• ONLY pa
y electric &
 water
• Direct TV
 Choice Pa
ckage
• High Spe
ed Internet
• Washer &
 Dryer in un
it
• Garage P
arking Ava
ilable
• LOCATIO
N, LOCAT
ION, 
   LOCATIO
N
FIRST PROPERTY MANAGEMENTF P M
NOW REN
TING
FOR FALL 
2012
1 BR & 2 B
R UNITS
It’s Better
Out West!
Jensen Property 
Management
4611 Mortensen Rd #106
233.2752 • www.jensengroup.net
FREE internet, cable, 
washer & dryer, and 
Ames Racquet and 
Fitness Membership!
Des Moines Better 
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137
The
Recommends
ALL ITS READERS
Closely examine any 
offer of a 
job opportunity or 
service that sounds too 
good to be true; 
chances are it is.
Before investing any money, 
please contact the
HUD 
Publisher’s 
Notice
All real estate advertising in this 
newspaper is subject to the  
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as 
amended which makes it illegal to 
advertise “any preference,  
limitation or discrimination based on 
race, color, religion, sex,  
handicap, family status or  
national origin, or an  
intention to make any such  
preference, limitation or  
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly 
accept any advertisement for real 
estate which is a violation of the law. 
Our readers are hereby informed 
that all dwellings  
advertised in this newspaper are 
available on an equal opportunity 
basis.  To complain of  
discrimination, call HUD toll free at 
1-800-424-8590.
Student
CH ICE
2011
2011 Best Property Management
• FREE internet
• FREE video
• FREE Ames Racquet and  
Fitness Center membership
• Washer and dryer in each unit
• FREE Tanning
• Over 550 units available
• 1-4 bedroom 
• Studio  offering  
“short stay” leasing
• Rent by the room available
• Flexible terms
phone: 232-7575 // hours: Mon-Fri 8:00am-6:00pm // 
 location: 4720 Mortensen Road, Suite 105
Up to $1
200 in
Fun Mon
ey
Welcome Back!
website:  www.haverkamp-properties.com
Available Aug. 1. 
3BR/2BA, 2 car garage, 
WD&DW. No pets.
$1200/mo
515-292-2766 or 515-290-9999
House for rent
2 BR $730-$810
•Walk to Campus
•FREE Cable/HSI
•Cats Welcome
515-268-5485
resgi.com
Campus 1BR $730
•Walk to Campus
•FREE Cable/HSI
•Garage Available
515-268-5485
resgi.com
All utilities paid
Adjacent to Campus
Floor Plans
Free Cable/Internet
Private Fitness
Free Parking 
Garages Available
Check us out at:
www.resgi.com
Email:  info@resgi.com
Real Estate Service Group
Campustown Living
268.5485  or  290.8462
Stop in to find out about our 
new properties
Free Cable/Internet
Free Ames Racq. & Fitness Membership
Awesome 2, 3 & 4 BR, 2 BA Layouts
Great Central Ames Location
The Oaks
1 + 2 Bedroom
Going Fast
 
Large Enough to Serve You
Small Enough to Care 
J&L Sorenson 292-6642
• Large 2 BR Apartments
• Ranging from $595 - $695/mo.
• FREE Cable/Internet, Low Utilities      
• Patio/Decks
• Walk-in Closets
• Pets Welcome
• Available May 
   & August
www.jlsorenson.com
Places.
 People
. Love.
416 Billy Sunday Rd# 150
877-288-5810   ~  Apply online at www.southduffatisu.com
• Private washers/dryers
• Studio, 1-5 bedroom spacious apts
• Hardwood floors & fireplaces
• Garages Available
• 24 hour fitness center & free tanning
• Designer kitchens
• Vaulted Ceilings
Amenities
Available Aug 1. 5BR house. 
3218 Lincoln Way, Ames. 
$1300/mo. +deposit +utili-
ties. Call Kurt 515-298-2621
FAST FACT: STUDENT LIVING
ISU students have a variety of living 
options available to them:  
21% live in residence halls
6% live in university owned apartments 
12% live in fraternities or sororities 
61% live in off-campus housing
• Large 3 Bedroom, 3 Bath
• 1200 sq feet
• All utilities free
• Free cable, internet,
and fitness
• Free washer/dryer
(in select units)
• $990 - $1,110
• No Pets
• 2 locations:
- Fountainview
- by West Hy Vee
www.prairieoakproperties.com   |   515-231-0147
FAST FACT: BANKING
61% of ISU students have an account 
at one of the Ames financial 
institutions  
88% of ISU faculty and staff bank at 
one of Ames’ financial institutions
Need Some Change? 
Don’t stress.
If you’re look for a new 
roommate, apartment, 
sublease, or moving 
out of the dorms, the 
Daily can help you 
find that new living 
situation you’ve been 
looking for.
FIND
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Monday
Super
Special $799+ taxLarge ClassicOne-Topping
Pizza14” Free Delivery!No coupon needed!Not good with any other offer.
Add 1lb.
of Chicken 
Wings $6.95
SAVE $5.94 on any 14" Pizza Including Combos
FREE City-Wide Delivery. CALL
292-6600
Seating for 100 @ 207  Welch Ave. Ste. 201 
(Clocktower/Campustown)
• Mobile service
• Certified to work    
   with all insurance       
   companies
Westport Station • West Lincoln Way
(515)296-2496 • www.reflectionsglass.com “ Where our quality reflects on us!”
Don’t risk it,
let us fix it!$20 OFF in shop windshield 
replacement exp April 15th, 2012
• Auto     • Farm
• Fleet     • Home
STOP... 
...in to Ames’ newest, 
quick-lube and 
experience 
the difference. 
ENJOY...
...a free cup 
of Caribou coffee and 
relax in our 
Northwoods lounge or 
stay in your car.
GO...
...in 3 to 5 minutes 
your oil is changed 
and you’re 
“good to GO!
DLY-8
with coupon
(reg $26.99)
*not valid with any other offer  **applies to reg. price oil change
Now offering FREE CAR WASH with Oil Change **
*
Changing the way your oil gets changed! SM
Complete the grid so
each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit, 1 to 9. For
strategies on how to
solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk
SOLUTION TO
SATURDAY’S PUZZLE
Level: 
1 2
3 4
© 2012 The Mepham Group. Distributed by
Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.
2/27/12
Aries: Follow a stronger leader  
Daily Horoscope : by Nancy Black
Today’s Birthday (02/27/12). 
You play a prominent role in 
the group. Direct traffic. Accept 
well-earned compliments. Step 
into greater leadership this year 
(which includes saying “no” 
sometimes). Attract influential 
friends. Expand your circle while 
supporting home and family.
To get the advantage, check the 
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest 
day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) 
-- Today is a 9 -- Follow a 
stronger leader, and beat your 
best time. You’re a champion. 
Toss the ball to your partner. 
Your luck has just improved 
immensely. Pay it forward.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) 
-- Today is a 9 -- Take every 
opportunity to share good 
tidings. Important people speak 
well of you. Be prepared for 
uninvited company. Accept a 
pearl of wisdom from a friend.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) 
-- Today is a 6 -- Handle kitchen 
repairs, and you’ll appreciate 
it daily. A discovery brings 
sought-after information. 
Accept a tough assignment 
that brings more income.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Think of ways 
to increase your resources. 
Offer new services. Help your 
friends, and let them help 
you. Expand your view. It’s 
a great time for travel.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Your career can 
really take off now. The money’s 
available, but save more than 
you spend. Relationships are 
most important. Rid yourself 
of unnecesary obligations.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
-- Today is a 7 -- You’re on a 
roll. Step onstage, and speak 
your part. You’re lining up the 
pieces for a positive change. 
Be prepared, so you can move 
quickly when necessary.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Suggest an 
innovation. What you learn 
today benefits more than just 
yourself. Your theory works! 
Replenish your reserves. Tap 
into your environment.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) 
-- Today is a 9 -- Work in 
partnership with others to get 
the most value today. Your 
good energy’s contagious. 
Extra effort earns you a bonus. 
A romantic evening beckons.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
-- Today is a 9 -- Today’s a 
whirlwind of activity. Your 
productivity reaches new 
heights, especially when you’re 
having fun. Anything’s possible. 
Leave time for relaxation.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
-- Today is a 9 -- Ideas flow 
like water, so pluck some 
from the stream and write 
them down. Charm customers 
with your skills. Competition 
has you pick up the pace.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 
-- Today is a 7 -- Friends help you 
solve a philosophical problem. 
Your imagination profits. Make 
commitments and promises in 
the privacy of your own home.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) 
-- Today is an 8 -- Get into the 
books for the next couple of days. 
You may get mixed signals and 
contradicting information. Find 
out what works for you, and use it.
Word of the Day:
repletion \rih-PLEE-shun\ , noun:
1. The condition of being completely filled or supplied.
2. Excessive fullness, as from overeating.
Example:
With distended belly and bursting waistcoat, his 
eyes glazed with repletion, he picks listlessly at 
his teeth with a fork.
To see your just sayin’ here, 
submit it to 
www.iowastatedaily.com/games/justsayin
Trivia
The second best selling game of all time is Jenga. 
Jenga is a Swahili word, meaning “to build.”
The name Wendy was made up 
for the book “Peter Pan.”
The fur of the binturong, also known as the “Asian 
Bear Cat,” smells like popcorn. The scent is believed 
to come from a gland located near the tail
In 1894 the first big Coke sign was found on 
the side of a building located in Cartersville, 
Georgia, and still exists today
The longest distance a deepwater lobster 
has been recorded to travel is 225 miles
Orcas (killer whales), when traveling 
in groups, breathe in unison
Random Facts:
What nation has the longest 
border with the U.S.?
In the Potomac River at Washington, DC, 
is an island maintained as a memorial and 
nature park. What president of the U.S., 
known for his interest in conservation, is 
the island named for and a memorial to?
What world city features an ancient 
section that is often referred to 
as the “City of David”?
Cite Soleil is found in which country that 
suffered a devastating earthquake in 2010?
ANSWER: Canada
Crossword
Across
1 Fight-stopping 
calls, briefly
5 Discourteous
9 Ireland patron, 
for short
14 10 million centuries
15 Soon, to the bard
16 Chicago airport
17 Backstage
20 The second story, 
vis-à-vis the first
21 Tough Japanese dogs
22 Coll. football’s 
Seminoles
23 Over, to Oskar
24 Got married
29 Wee lie
32 Forster’s “A 
Passage to __”
33 Off one’s rocker
34 Dashboard gadget 
prefix with meter
35 Robin’s Marian, 
for one
36 Market express 
lane units
38 Car
39 North Pole helper
40 Muscle pain
41 Desi who married 
60-Across
42 Sneaky
43 Forefront, as 
of technology
46 USA or Mex., e.g.
47 “Do __ favor ...”
48 Blood deficiency 
that causes weakness
51 Embodiments
56 Returning to 
popularity, or what 
you’d have been doing 
if you followed the 
sequence formed by 
the first words of 17-, 
24- and 43-Across
58 Informal bridge bid
59 Activist Parks
60 Ball of Hollywood
61 Praise
62 Sheltered valley
63 Brown or cream 
bar orders
DDownown
1 “Forbidden” 
cologne brand
2 Hang on to
3 Partners of aahs
4 Fit of agitation
5 Pungent salad veggie
6 Fictitious
7 Cries from Homer 
Simpson
8 Opposite of WSW
9 Plugging-in places
10 “... all snug 
in __ beds”
11 Cool off, dog-style
12 Locale
13 “__ of the 
D’Urbervilles”
18 USA/Mex./Can. pact
19 Wooden shoes
23 E pluribus __
24 Los Angeles daily
25 Counting everything
26 Spiritually enlighten
27 Completed
28 Kicked with 
a bent leg
29 No longer lost
30 Luggage attachment
31 Hooch
36 Swelling treatment
37 “__ she blows!”
38 Exist
40 White whales, e.g.
41 Colorful marble
44 Levy, as a tax
45 Upscale retailer 
__ Marcus
46 __ acid
48 Unrestrained 
way to run
49 Half of Mork’s 
sign-off
50 Barely made, 
with “out”
51 Environmental sci.
52 Beatles nonsense 
syllables
53 Manhandle
54 Caesar’s “Behold!”
55 “The __ the limit!”
57 Neighbor of Braz.
Friday’s Solution
ANSWER: Theodore Roosevelt
ANSWER:Jerusalem
Solution to 
Friday’s Puzzle
ANSWER: Haiti
i don’t think i’m shooting too high when i say i’m 
looking for a supermodel girlfriend... just sayin’
•••
Never watch Dirty Jobs with a chemical 
engineer...
•••
Is it weird that I googled the girl I met at the bar 
last night? just askin.
•••
I’m not going to be available forever, so do 
something before it’s too late.
•••
“Dear UDCC, We love the scotcheroos, please 
give us more!Sincerely, everyone”
•••
To the girl I saw wearing white leggings as pants 
today...just don’t. Not white.
•••
To the people that walk in a continuous stream 
across the street while the bus waits patiently for 
you...you aren’t more important than the ones on 
the bus. Stop once in awhile....
•••
I spent nine precious drinking hours studying for 
this test... STOP RUINING MY CURVE!
•••
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Talking cars 
no longer 
futuristic
Gas and oil:  
10 percent 
surge in cost 
this year
Will there be a time in our 
lives when cars don’t crash? 
When a Mustang can warn a 
BMW it is changing lanes — 
or when we can just sit back 
and relax and our cars will 
drive themselves?
Auto technology experts say 
“yes.” And they say that some 
of those advances may hap-
pen quicker than you might 
think.
“We are seeing just seismic 
changes as we speak,” said 
Scott Belcher, president 
and CEO of the Intelligent 
Transportation Society of 
America.
Founded in 1991 as an advi-
sory committee to the U.S. 
Department of Transportation, 
ITSA is now an independent 
non-profit that advocates for 
technology that will improve 
the safety and efficiency of 
cars and trucks.
On Tuesday, Consumer 
Reports announced that it 
now supports vehicle-to-
vehicle communication 
technology — systems that 
essentially let cars talk to each 
other, helping avoid accidents 
in the process.
CNN wire staff
Gas prices are surging, and 
quickly headed toward $4 a 
gallon, as growing tensions 
over Iran sparks a run-up in 
oil prices.
The national average price for 
a gallon of gasoline jumped 
3.3 cents overnight, to $3.612, 
according to the motorist 
group AAA. That’s the 16th 
consecutive increase.
In many locations across the 
nation, prices are already con-
siderably higher, with many 
gas stations in New York and 
California already selling 
gas for $4 a gallon or more. 
Hawaii leads the way, with 
gas prices topping an average 
$4.247. Overall, prices are up 
10 percent from the start of 
the year.
Oil prices spiked this week af-
ter Iran’s oil ministry said that 
it would stop exporting oil to 
French and British companies, 
in reaction to sanctions from 
the European Union and the 
United States.
U.S. crude prices edged up 
0.6 percent to $106.95 a bar-
rel Thursday, after climbing 
nearly 7 percent over the last 
month. 
CNN wire staff
Pappajohn 
competition 
forms due
event:
  What: Those interested 
in participating in the 
Pappajohn New Venture 
Business Plan competition 
must submit an intent to 
compete form. Students 
at Iowa’s universities can 
compete for three $5,000 
grants to start a business. 
  When: Feb. 29
  More information:  
isupjcenter.org
According to a study by 
Millenial Branding and 
Identified, Inc, 40% of 
Gen–Ys have more than 10 
work friends on Facebook. 
The average number of work 
friends was 16.
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Startup Weekend 
brings ideas to life
Demolition 
to bring new 
businesses
Entrepreneur North Grand Mall
Some entrepreneurs dream of starting a 
business for years. Startup Weekend prompts 
them to get it done in 54 hours.
On Friday evening, dreamers, techies and 
builders will gather at StartupCity Des Moines 
to pitch ideas. By Sunday, those ideas will be de-
veloped in the 4th annual Des Moines Startup 
Weekend event.
Usually around half of attendees at the Des 
Moines event are students. Meals and snacks 
are provided throughout the weekend — and 
participants do not actually have to work the 
whole 54 hours.
Levi Rosol is one of the organizers of the 
event and is the chief technology officer at 
Eliason Media. Rosol said that ideas range from 
quirky little projects to heavily researched con-
cepts. Between 10 and 15 of the ideas pitched 
will be chosen.
Then, the matchmaking begins.
“They might have 80 percent of it, and some-
one else in the room will have that other 20 
percent,” said Christian Renaud, principal at 
StartupCity Des Moines and Startup Weekend 
judge, “That’s the benefit of Startup Weekend.”
Launched last fall, StartupCity Des Moines 
mentors upcoming tech companies and hosts 
several events per week. Renaud described it 
as a “clubhouse” for the Des Moines tech com-
munity. He said that hosting Startup Weekend 
in that established environment will add to the 
event.
“A lot of the energy and community of what’s 
going on in the entrepreneurial community 
right now is happening here,” he said.
Any type of business idea is welcome at 
Startup Weekend. However, ideas usually tend 
to be heavily technology based. This is  because 
those concepts are easier to execute in a short 
time.
On Sunday evening, the startups are pre-
sented and a winner is chosen by the panel of 
five judges. 
Renaud said viability of the business plan is 
a major factor when he judges. Nationally, more 
than 36 percent of Startup Weekend businesses 
are still going after three months.
Even more often, the relationships formed 
over the weekend continue. Rosol referred to 
the process as an “extended interview.”
“A lot of people get the assumption that on 
Sunday I’m going to leave with a new business,” 
he said, “One thing that everybody can expect is 
that they will meet new people.”
Nationally: 
Zaarly, an app that allows users to name their 
price for desired goods and services. 
Foodspotting, a visual rating service for dishes, 
not just restaurants. 
Des Moines Startup Weekend: 
Locusic, a streaming service for local music. 
bHeroic, a service that turns philanthropic acts 
into rewards from businesses.
Businesses that have 
started at Startup 
Weekends
Ben Milne, founder of Dwolla.
Milt Milloy, investor and business consultant. 
Mike Colwell, founder of StartupModels.com 
Executive Director at Business Innovation Zone.
Christian Renaud, principal at Startup City Des 
Moines and CEO of present_io. 
Tej Dhawan, principal at Startup City Des 
Moines.
The judges
When: 5:30 p.m. March 2 to 9 p.m. March 4
Where: Startup City Des Moines, 317 6th Ave. 
Register: at http://dsm.startupweekend.org/tick-
ets/. Registration is $75, students can register 
for $50 by using promo code “student.”
Startup Weekend Des 
Moines
By Sarah.Binder 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo: Kelsey Kremer/Iowa State Daily
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After investing only $100, former 
ISU student Brad Dwyer grossed over 
$120,000 last year with the 
Facebook app he start-
ed building while pro-
crastinating for a test. 
The app, Hatchlings, 
lets the user partici-
pate in an online 
egg hunt.
Dwyer, who 
has been “throw-
ing stuff up on-
line since high 
school,” posted 
Hatchlings to 
his Facebook 
once he 
finished it, 
and within 
a few days 
it “grew like 
crazy.” Today, 
Hatchlings is 
played by over 3.5 
million users.
Dwyer did not 
have any idea how pop-
ular the game would 
become when he de-
cided to leave school 
a mere 18 credits short of graduating 
Iowa State with a major in computer 
science to pursue his business.
Bright colors and the ability to 
send eggs to friends, post on your wall 
or even to “incubate” an egg to get 
your very own hatchling animal are 
just some of the things users experi-
ence in the game. 
Many of Dwyer’s users grew up 
collecting things as a hobby, and 
Hatchlings encompasses that.
Once Dwyer left college, he set 
up camp in Panora, Iowa, making his 
headquarters in a home office above 
his garage. He started hiring design-
ers and artists to fuel new items for 
the game, and today he has five artists 
in Iowa, and four graphic designers 
located around the world.
His first employee was his moth-
er, Carmen, who primarily handles 
the bookkeeping and customer sup-
port. She’s been there for him since 
the beginning, and he said she is “an 
awesome employee.”
Brad said that once his family un-
derstood what he wanted to do, they 
were supportive, 
and that leav-
ing Iowa State 
was not a big 
decision.
The lead 
interactive designer for 
Hatchlings, Lyndsay 
Clark, is a 2009 gradu-
ate of Iowa State and 
a key part of develop-
ing the game along with 
Dwyer. 
He found her last year 
when she joined a project called 
Design+ Tech in December 2011. This 
program puts together programmers 
and designers to make an integrated 
development. Dwyer and Clark were 
placed together, and they clicked very 
well with each other. A month ago she 
joined the company.
One of her priorities is “trying to 
make sure they’re making the right 
kind of game for premium users.” The 
game has more than 1,000 premium 
users, who pay $10 per month for 
features like decreased ads, custom 
networks and early access to new 
features.
Hatchlings is working on version 
2.0, which will be released soon. 
The updated version will add 
additional content to appease 
u s e r suggestions.
“My prior-
ity is making 
this huge,” 
Dwyer said.
By Alexander.Furman
@iowastatedaily.com
Demolition of commercial properties near 24th 
Street and North Grand Avenue began Feb. 20, in part of 
ongoing efforts to breathe new life into the North Grand 
Mall area. A representative from GK Development, the 
company that owns the mall, confirmed that one tenant 
has signed a lease for the new retail space that will be 
created in the former Sears store, but GK declined to 
specify the tenant.
“Developing a retail project is a long, complex pro-
cess,” said Marianne Fasano, public relations con-
sultant for GK Development, in a written statement. 
“During this process, retailers may choose to disclose 
or not disclose specific information about new stores 
based on their plans and timelines.”
The construction process will add 25,000 square 
feet of retail space by remodeling the former Sears 
store and demolishing and rebuilding the structures 
south of it. Throughout the process, all stores in the 
mall will remain open as usual. Demolition is expected 
to be complete by the end of March.
Due to ongoing negotiations with the city, GK 
Development has until Sept. 1 to sign leases with two 
tenants, or the city has the ability to revoke the site plan.
By Alexander.Furman 
@iowastatedaily.com
Former ISU student develops online egg hunt for Facebook, 
hatching a world-wide business venture
n Fitness Kickboxing
n Dynamic Strength Training
n Easy Meal Planning
n Personal Coaching
n A Chance to Win  
 $1,000 and $10,000
n Come See Our  
 New Ames Location! 
OUR NEXT SESSION BEGINS MARCH 24TH
231 Main Street, Ames    •    Call (515) 292-4740 or (641) 328-4922
State Gym:
NewS
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Whether you are training for a 
marathon or just trying to fit into your 
favorite jeans, working out in a group 
can be more productive and more fun. 
Ames offers several locations that can 
help you achieve your physical fitness 
goals while doing just that.
ISU Recreation Services
Located right here on campus, 
State Gym and Lied Recreation 
Center offer more than 100 different 
classes.
“We have several different classes, 
from cycling and aqua to high and low 
intensity workouts and classes like 
yoga, meditation and mind-body,” 
said Nora Hudson, assistant director 
of fitness and wellness.
One of the more popular classes 
is Zumba, which has recently had its 
largest attendance in its history.
Hudson also said that working 
out in groups is more beneficial than 
working out alone.
“Research shows that people are 
more successful when working out in 
groups because it increases account-
ability,” Hudson said.
All classes are free to ISU students.
Ames Racquet and Fitness 
Center
Off campus, one option for group 
fitness is Ames Racquet and Fitness 
at 320 S. 17th St., which offers 80 
classes.
All of its classes are offered at its 
north, south and west locations. Its 
group classes are for people of all skill 
levels, ages and interests.
Kosama
Kosama’s entire program in-
volves group fitness. Its 8-week 
It has been eight weeks since you 
made your New Year’s resolutions. 
How are they coming? Are you still 
hitting the gym with as much vigor as 
you did on Jan. 2?
Many students find themselves 
unmotivated to continue their work-
out routine at this point in the year. 
Between homework and papers pil-
ing up and the thought of venturing 
out into the uninviting weather, it is 
easy to pull the covers over your head 
and vaguely promise yourself to go to-
morrow or the next day.
One way to get yourself back in 
the game and stay motivated is to 
look into finding a personal trainer. 
Personal trainers will not only design 
a workout routine for you specifically, 
they will also hold you accountable to 
your regimen.
Adam Becker, certified fitness 
coach at State Gym, explains that ac-
countability is essential.
“[Accountability] is one of the 
biggest parts of hiring a personal 
trainer. When first starting an exer-
cise program, it is very easy to miss a 
workout or two, and then before you 
know it, you haven’t been to the gym 
in a month,” Becker said. “My clients 
know that I am counting on them to 
be there, and it keeps them excited 
and ready for each session.”
Showing up and getting sweaty 
aren’t the only perks when it comes to 
personal training.
Debra Atkinson, personal training 
director at Ames Racquet and Fitness 
Center, explained that “efficiency, ef-
fectiveness and working harder than 
you would on your own” are all bene-
fits to working with a personal trainer.
“A trainer will be able to give you 
the most efficient way to use your 
time, and time is such an obstacle for 
so many of us, you quickly learn with 
a trainer it’s not so time consuming 
when you know exactly what to do,” 
Atkinson said. “Effectiveness is the 
other piece of that. Training elimi-
nates the guesswork if you’re working 
with a trainer who knows what you 
should do.”
Atkinson said many people lose 
motivation to exercise because “they 
don’t know if what they’re doing is ac-
tually what they should be doing.”
“When students are confident 
[that their workout] is helping them 
reach their goals and are beginning to 
see and feel change, it is motivating, 
and it’s easier to stick with the work-
out plan,” Atkinson said.
Having someone pushing you to 
reach your goals is also beneficial to 
your workout regime, Atkinson said.
“All of us, trainers included, tend 
to work harder when someone else 
pushes us. We put so many limits on 
ourselves. What we truly can accom-
plish is so much greater than what 
we strive for,” Atkinson said. “The 
right trainer can help you believe it is 
possible.”
Students have many opportuni-
ties for personal training.
Becker said students can sign up 
for classes by going to the front desk 
or administration desk at State Gym 
or by going online and filling out the 
MONDAY
Aquacise
TUESDAY
Aqua Deep
Aqua Vortex
WEDNESDAY
Aqua Circuit
THURSDAY
Aqua Deep
Aqua Vortex
FRIDAY 
Aquacise 
Pepsi is hoping to win 
back soda drinkers with a 
compromise.
Some people don’t like the 
calories in regular soda, but 
loathe the taste of zero-calorie 
diet drinks. So the nation’s 
No. 2 cola company is rolling 
out “Pepsi Next,” a cola that 
has about half the calories of 
regular Pepsi at 60 calories 
per can.
The cola, which is slated to hit 
store shelves nationally by the 
end of March, is Pepsi’s big-
gest product launch in years. 
The drink comes as people 
increasingly move away from 
sugary drinks to water and 
other lower-calorie beverages 
because of health concerns. 
It’s also an attempt by Pepsi to 
revive the cola wars against 
Coke and others.
Pepsi Next isn’t the first drink 
to try to hit the sweet spot 
between diet and regular cola. 
Dr Pepper Snapple rolled 
out its low-calorie Dr Pepper 
Ten, which has 10 calories. 
The company said the drink  
helped boost its fourth-quarter 
sales.
But coming up with a suc-
cessful “mid-calorie soda,” 
which has more calories, has 
been more challenging for 
beverage makers. In 2001, 
Coke rolled out “C2” and 
Pepsi in 2004 introduced its 
“Pepsi Edge,” both of which 
had about half the calories of 
regular soda. Both products  
taken off the market by 2006.
— Candice Cholap, 
Associated Press
Classes  
in pool
Pepsi aims 
to win back 
drinkers
StepS:
WEEK SIX
676,563
346,947
WEEK FIVE
439,205
324,158
WEEK FOUR
WEEK THREE
574,838
WEEK TWO
WEEK ONE
428,066
Exercise
Photo courtesy of David Derong/Iowa State Daily
Hiring a personal trainer is a great way to get serious about improving your fitness level. A personal trainer will not only design a custom workout routine 
to benefit you specifically, but will also hold you accountable to your regimen.
Fight your way to fitness
By Lea.Petersen 
@iowastatedaily.com
Personal trainers 
help you stay focused
By Nick.Andrade 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo courtesy of David Derong/Iowa State Daily
Kosama, a fitness center located on west Main Street, offers an 8-week 
program that utilizes six different workouts each week. It guarantees 
results in less than 60 days when coupled with a nutritious diet.
Local spots cater to exercising in groups
Fitness
TRAINERS.p14 >>
GROUP.p14 >>
Thielen Student Health Center  
and much more. 
Immunizations   Lab and X-ray Services 
Mental Health   Pharmacy   Physical Exams 
Physical Therapy   Prevention Services 
Travel and Allergy Clinic   Women’s Health 
In a University of Ohio study, 68 to 74 per-
cent of undergraduate college students reported 
the use of dietary supplements.
Even if you don’t take any supplements that 
come in pill form, you may still be a supplement 
user. Energy drinks can contain many ingredi-
ents that are also considered supplements and 
are available on the shelves of health food and 
nutrition stores.
For example, the amino acid taurine, gua-
rana, panax ginseng and B vitamins are all found 
in Monster energy drink.
According to a 2007 study by Malinauskas, 
51 percent of college students consume at least 
two energy drinks per month while school is in 
session. Insufficient sleep was the main reason 
identified for energy drink usage (67 percent), 
followed by desire to elevate energy (65 percent) 
and as a companion to alcohol (54 percent).
This is consistent with the University of 
Ohio study, which reported that desire for in-
creased energy was the most common reason 
for supplement usage.
Caffeine, a major ingredient in most energy 
drinks, is used to increase perceived energy.
“Caffeine is classified as a drug because it 
stimulates the central nervous system by in-
creasing heart rate and causing an individual to 
be feel more alert,” said Nancy Clark, nutrition 
and health specialist at Iowa State. “Too much 
caffeine can cause anxiety, dizziness, headaches 
and can interfere with normal sleep.”
Jen Mallicoat, an employee at the West Side 
Market in the Union Drive Community Center, 
said that she considers energy drinks to be un-
healthy for students.
She estimated that three of every eight cus-
tomers purchase an energy drink, “probably to 
stay awake through their homework.”
“I’m not really happy about selling that much 
of it,” Mallicoat said. “It’s bad for their hearts.”
According to a 2005 study, Americans con-
sume an average of 179 milli-
grams of caffeine every day. The 
United States Department of 
Agriculture defines an aver-
age eight-ounce cup of coffee 
as containing 95 milligrams 
of caffeine.
This is what a shot 
of 5-Hour Energy Drink 
claims to contain per bottle. 
However, 5-Hour Energy 
was independently tested by 
Consumer Labs and found 
to deliver 207 milligrams of 
caffeine.
West Side Market car-
ries two varieties of 5-Hour 
Energy, and the Kum & Go on 
Welch Avenue carries about 
16, including high- and low-
caffeine versions.
A 24-ounce can of Monster 
energy drink contains about 
240 milligrams of caffeine. RJ 
Green, Kum & Go employee, 
recommended Monster’s 
Import energy drink, which 
has a special tab that slides 
so the can may be closed and 
saved for later.
Brandon Joshua, sopho-
more in interdisciplinary stud-
ies, indicated that he doesn’t usually 
consume an entire energy drink at one time.
“I just kind of like to have it there and sip on 
it,” Joshua said.
There is a hard-to-define line between 
supplements, energy drinks and naturally caf-
feinated beverages such as tea and coffee. This 
is reflected in the fact that the Food and Drug 
Administration regulates supplements.
While tea and coffee contain the drug caf-
feine, they are considered food items since they 
are traditionally consumed as beverages and 
their caffeine content occurs naturally.
Energy drinks, while also consumed as bev-
erages, differ from tea and coffee in that they 
were concocted in a lab. All the caffeine in a can of 
M o n s t e r 
energy drink 
has been added artifi-
cially, along with sugars, flavorings, colorings 
and other ingredients such as preservatives, 
carbonation or B vitamins.
Some students see energy drinks as bev-
erages instead of as energy supplements. 
Seth Harvey, junior in sociology, purchased a 
22-ounce bottle of fruit punch Nos energy drink 
at West Side Market on Friday.
He said he buys it for the flavor and if a non-
caffeinated beverage with the same taste exist-
ed, he would purchase it.
When it comes to energy drinks, 
perhaps the classification of “supplement” or 
“beverage” comes down to the intention of the 
user.
The term “functional beverage” has been 
coined to describe beverages with a specific 
function, such as energy drinks. Joshua said 
he uses energy drinks for studying and writing 
papers.
He also said he has read the labels on energy 
drinks.
“I’ve looked at them a couple times,” he said. 
“[They have] guarine and taurine. I know what 
I’m getting myself into.”
Energy drinks: Use at your own risk
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More than half of college students consume at least two energy drinks while college is in session.  Students often consume energy drinks to offset a lack of sleep or to pull all-nighters.
Photo courtesy 
 of Thinkstock
Energy drinks 
are usually 
considered 
supplements 
because caffeine 
is added 
manually.  In 
contrast, tea 
and coffee are 
considered food  
items because 
their caffeine 
content occurs 
naturally.
Students often overuse 
caffeine-added beverages
Week 6
Pedometer Challenge Winner is
Andrew Schmitz
Andrew is the 
winner of a $15 gift card from Hy-Vee!
CONGRATULATIONS!
DON’T FORGET - submit your steps 
TODAY for a chance to win a 
t-shirt and one fitness class  
next week from Farrell’s!
Sponsored by: 
& 
Lincoln Center Dietitian
Amy Clark, RD, LD
515.450.0508
aclark@hy-vee.com
West Location Dietitian 
Laura Kimm, RD, LD
515.292.5543
lkimm@hy-vee.com
lincoln center
640 Lincoln Way 232-1961
west location
3800 West Lincoln Way 292-5543EMPLOYEE OWNED
Partnering
Up A Multidisciplinary Approach to Meeting 
Your Health and 
Fitness Goals
Every person has their own unique physical and psychological traits that must be taken 
into account when developing a health and fitness program to best meet his or her 
goals and avoid injury or burnout.
 
When you face a challenge or obstacle on the path toward meeting your health or  fit-
ness goals, the professional experience of a single person may not be enough. Know-
ing the limits of professional expertise and when additional input is required is often 
difficult. A dietitian, doctor, physical therapist, personal trainer, and psychologist all offer 
valuable insights, expertise, and ideas to help you reach your health and fitness goals.
Dietitian-
A licensed expert in food and nutrition. A dietitian advises groups and individuals on nutri-
tion to help improve their health.  They apply scientific principles of nutrition to help people 
live in better health and prevent and deal with chronic illness.
Doctor-
A person licensed to practice medicine. Physicians preform the diagnosis of disease and 
injuries and provide the necessary treatments.
Physical Therapist-
Helps and treats patients whose movement and physical abilities are impaired by aging, 
injury, surgery or disease. Physical therapists are licensed in the examination, evaluation, and 
treatment of physical impairments. 
Personal Trainer-
A fitness professional involved in exercise prescription and instruction Personal trainers have 
the knowledge and experience to offer advice and guidance in the areas of exercise and 
fitness.
Psychologist-
A professional who studies behavior and experience, and who is licensed to provide thera-
peutic services. Psychologists assess, diagnose and treat a vast array of issues and disorders 
including anxiety, depressive, disassociate, impulse-control, mood disorders, and personality 
disorders. 
What do each of these professions do?
Tour can be tailored to meet your specific needs, including 
diabetic-friendly, heart-healthy, gluten-free, low-sodium or 
weight management.
Contact your West Ames or Lincoln Center Hy-Vee Dietitian 
to schedule your appointment today. 
Limit 1 coupon per customer. Good only at your West Ames and Lincoln Center Hy-Vee. Good Through March 31st, 2012
FREE
Grocery Store
Tour
GO TO GYM. q
EAT HEALTHY. q
SAVE A LIFE. q
FINALLY, A RESOLUTION  
YOU WANT TO KEEP.
SCHEDULE YOUR PLASMA 
DONATION TODAY AT 
BIOLIFEPLASMA.COM!
$230
RECEIVE UP TO
PER MONTH!
Bonus redeemable  
upon completion of 
a successful 
donation. May not 
be combined with 
any other offer.  
Expires 3.17.12 
ISD
FOR NEW DONORS ONLY 
Bring this coupon with you to your 
2nd plasma donation and receive 
an extra $10 bonus.
 
515.233.2556 
1618 GOLDEN ASPEN DR 
AMES, IA 50010 
BIOLIFEPLASMA.COM
classes are designed to work 
every muscle in your body by 
using upper and lower body 
workouts, kettlebell work-
outs, yoga, kickboxing and 
plyometrics.
Surefire Fitness
Locally owned, Surefire 
Fitness at 26 S. Third St. gives 
you the opportunity to work 
out with one of its experienced 
trainers alongside a couple of 
your friends.
It also offers its boot camp 
class, which incorporates 
unique objects such as kettle-
bells and nylon ropes into the 
workout. 
Farrell’s eXtreme 
Bodyshaping
Farrell’s eXtreme 
Bodyshaping’s new location 
will open at east Lincoln Way.
Farrell’s classes incorpo-
rate upper and lower body 
workouts, kickboxing and re-
sistance bands.
 “Everybody gets a coach, 
and they are there to encour-
age you and call you to see how 
you are doing with your fitness 
goals,” said Lisa Wildman, 
franchise owner.
personal trainer health his-
tory form on the Recreation 
Services’ website. 
Students should email 
the form to Nora Hudson, as-
sistant director of fitness and 
wellness.
All ARFC members are 
automatically signed up to see 
a trainer for their first visit, 
Atkinson said. The fitness cen-
ter uses this visit to get mem-
bers’ health history so its staff 
can suggest activities suited to 
its customers.
Those who are not Ames 
Racquet and Fitness Center 
members can contact the cen-
ter’s personal training director 
at PTDirector@amesracfit.
com or 515-663-9921.
“ARFC has a variety of op-
tions from free seminars, to 
economical group training 
sessions to partner and private 
sessions to match a student’s 
needs,” Atkinson said.
If the skinny jeans hanging 
in your closet are not motivat-
ing you enough, find what a 
personal trainer can do for you.
While most people think of eating 
right or getting into shape when some-
one mentions a healthy lifestyle, good 
mental health is also key.
“Mental health is important because 
it affects your performance in class, your 
relationships, work, even your weight,” 
said Dr. Carver Nebbe, staff psychiatrist 
at Thielen Student Health. “Ultimately 
it can impact your grades, whether you 
graduate and getting a job.”
The National Coalition for the 
Homeless estimates up to 25 percent 
of homeless people have an untreated 
mental illness. According to the National 
Institute of Mental Health, 90 percent of 
people who commit suicide have a psy-
chological disorder. Yet mental health 
care was not even covered by most insur-
ance plans until a few years ago.
The most common mental illnesses 
are anxiety disorders, which affect 28.8 
percent of people at some point in life, 
according to the National Institute of 
Mental Health.
Mood disorders, such as major de-
pression and bipolar disorder, affect 
about 20.8 percent of people. Many more 
struggle with substance abuse or eating 
disorders.
The actual estimates for college stu-
dents are much higher than for the gen-
eral population — around 50 percent, 
according to Thielen Student Health’s 
website. Of the 28,000 students current-
ly attending Iowa State, about 14,000 will 
experience a diagnosable mental illness.
Because mental illness is often taboo, 
some people who have disorders might 
suffer in silence for years.
“College students sometimes feel 
there is something wrong with them or 
feel ‘weak’ or shameful about asking for 
help,” says Cariann Bergner, graduate 
student in counseling psychology. “But 
seeking out help is a really brave thing to 
do. College can definitely be a time of ad-
justment and stress, and having resourc-
es to assist with the journey through it 
can help ease some of that difficulty.”
Symptoms which are persistent, per-
vasive and distressing constitute a diag-
nosable disorder.
“Certainly for some issues, such as 
ADHD, medication has been shown to 
be the most effective form of treatment,” 
Nebbe said. “For other disorders like ad-
justment issues, therapy is the way to go. 
What is best depends a lot on the individ-
ual’s personality, situation and diagnosis. 
In general, it’s not a good idea to close 
off one or the other treatment modality 
completely.”
Some medications can take several 
months to produce noticeable effects, 
but for someone who is really struggling, 
that breathing room can make all the dif-
ference. Sometimes multiple treatments 
are needed to produce a lessening of 
symptoms, but mental health is too im-
portant to give up on.
The Thielen Student Health Center’s 
website advises calling 911 if someone 
you know poses an immediate risk to 
themselves or others. If you person-
ally are considering suicide, you can call 
1-800-830-7009 to reach a 24/7 crisis 
hotline.
For those seeking long-term treat-
ment or feel stressed, Iowa State offers 
psychological counseling free to every 
student. 
Thielen Student Health is also a great 
place to talk to doctors  experience caring 
for psychological disorders in a college 
setting. 
You can also check out the National 
Alliance on Mental Illness’ Iowa branch 
at http://namiiowa.com/.
Photo courtesy of David Derong/Iowa State Daily
Students at Lied Recreation Center hold a squat during a 
Bootcamp class on Jan. 18, 2011. 
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Psychology
Mental health matters
By Kaci McCleary 
Special to the Daily
Photo courtesy of Thinkstock
Maintaining good mental health is just as important as maintaining good physical health.  Mood disorders affect more than 
20 percent of the general population and about 50 percent of college students.
